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As the need for healthcare professionals continues to increase, the issue of 
improving provider self-care becomes ever more salient.  One category of approaches to 
self-care, termed Mindfulness-Based Interventions (MBIs), has been proposed as 
particularly well suited to addressing the issues of impairment and self-care for healthcare 
providers.  This study sought to synthesize, using meta-analysis, findings from the wealth 
of recent literature in this area in an effort to provide valuable information about the 
overall effect of such interventions, as well as the timing and structure necessary to 
receive benefit. Included are 32 studies that fulfilled the following selection criteria:  (1) 
examined the effectiveness of MBIs, (2) utilized a sample of healthcare providers, (3) 
reported results from outcome measures for at least one aspect of positive functioning 
and/or one aspect of negative functioning, and (4) obtained baseline and post-intervention 
scores for each participant, finding change across time in comparison to a control group.  
Studies in which authors examined the effect of an MBI on participants at baseline and 
post-intervention without comparison to a control group were included if enough 
information was available to calculate an effect size and the correlation between pre- and 
post- intervention scores. The results of treatment effects from baseline to post-
intervention (positive outcomes d = 0.372, negative outcomes d = -0.403), baseline to 
follow-up (positive outcomes d = 0.483, negative outcomes d = -0.438), and sensitivity 
analyses excluding a subset of studies based on methodological concerns (positive 
outcomes d = 0.396, negative outcomes d = -0.408) support the notion that healthcare 
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provider participation in MBIs is associated with substantial improvements on both 
positive and negative outcomes.  Future research will benefit from further examining the 
effect of various moderators and comparing MBIs to other self-care approaches as the 
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  “The heart pumps blood first to itself, before pumping blood to the rest of the 
body.  If it didn’t, it would die, and then the rest of the body would die.  The art of caring 
for others is learning how to first care for yourself” (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009, p. 108).  
Unfortunately, research indicates that a significant proportion of healthcare providers 
experience psychological impairment at some point in their careers (Coster & Schwebel, 
1997; Guy, Poelstra, & Stark, 1989; Irving, Dobkin, & Park, 2009) suggesting that 
present methods of self-care are insufficient in dealing with the stress they encounter.  
For example, 40% of nurses experience occupational burnout and 60% of psychologists 
admit to having provided inadequate patient care due to personal distress (Guy et al., 
1989; Irving et al., 2009).  Healthcare professionals in training even experience distress.  
For instance, Shapiro, Schwartz, and Bonner (2008) reported that depression among 
medical students increased from 13% at the beginning of their medical education to 
24.5% by the end of their second year.  
In an effort to address these concerns, an abundance of research has been devoted 
to the study of self-care techniques.  One category of approaches to self-care, termed 
Mindfulness-Based Interventions (MBIs), has been proposed as particularly well suited to 
addressing the issues of impairment and self-care for healthcare providers (Mace, 2008; 
Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  These interventions seek to cultivate attention to the moment 
with intention and acceptance.  While an increasing number of studies have investigated 
the effectiveness of MBIs for various healthcare professionals, it is difficult to draw 
conclusions about their overall and comparative efficacy, their usefulness in achieving 
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specific outcomes, and the aspects of each intervention that are critical to participant 
growth. This study synthesized, using meta-analysis, findings from the wealth of recent 
literature on the effectiveness of MBIs for healthcare professionals in an effort to provide 
valuable information about the efficacy, timing, and structure of these programs.   
Consequences associated with stress on helping professionals include depression, 
emotional exhaustion, and anxiety (Radeke & Mahoney, 2000; Tyssen, Vaglum, 
Gronvold, & Ekeberg, 2001), decreased job satisfaction (Blegen, 1993) and self-esteem 
(Butler & Constantine, 2005), compassion fatigue (Figley, 2002; Mann 2004; Weiss, 
2004), and occupational burnout (Rosenberg & Pace, 2006).  Stress-related psychological 
problems are particularly common among certain subsets of healthcare providers.  
Specifically, professionals who work in settings that are considered high demand, such as 
hospitals (Vredenburgh, Carlozzi, & Stein, 1999), and with populations that are 
particularly emotionally challenging for caregivers, such as clients who have experienced 
trauma (Arvay & Uhlemann, 1996) or abuse (Coppenhall, 1995), or who have personality 
disorders (Linehan, Cochran, Mar, Levensky, & Comotois, 2000), are at increased risk.  
In addition to causing significant personal dysfunction, stress may also impair 
professional effectiveness by negatively impacting decision-making skills (Klein, 1996; 
Lehner, Seyed-Solorforough, O’Connor, Sak, & Mullin, 1997), attention and 
concentration (Skosnik, Chatterton, Swisher, & Park, 2000), and the ability to develop 
strong relationships with patients (Enochs & Etzbach, 2004; Renjilian, Baum, & Landry, 
1998). 
In 1988, the healthcare field began recognizing many of these concerns, and the 
first calls for change advocated better care for health professionals (Butterfield, 1988).   
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Despite this attention to professionals’ health needs, Shapiro, Shapiro, and Schwartz 
(2000) found that dissatisfaction and distress have continued to increase among 
healthcare practitioners.  Shapiro and Carlson (2009) noted that in the helping professions 
it may seem selfish to focus on self-care when faced with the misery and anguish of 
others.  However, this view prevents professionals from seeing that at the deepest level 
they and their patients are the same, humans equally deserving and in need of kindness 
and attention (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
Many healthcare professionals have argued that learning to manage stress and 
enhance self-care should be an important part of training and professional development 
(Barnett, Baker, Elman, & Schoener, 2007; Newsome, Christopher, Dahlen, & 
Christopher, 2006; Shapiro, Brown, & Biegel, 2007).  Similarly, various healthcare ethics 
codes note the importance of maintaining personal functioning as an ethical imperative 
when providing care.  For example, the American Medical Association’s 2001 code of 
ethics states that physicians “have a responsibility to maintain their health and wellness, 
construed broadly as preventing or treating acute or chronic diseases, including mental 
illness, disabilities, and occupational stress” (Opinion 9.0305) and the American Nursing 
Association’s 2010 code of ethics notes that “the same duties that we owe to others we 
owe to ourselves” (Provision 5.1).  Similarly, the American Counseling Association’s 
2005 code of ethics states that it is a professional responsibility of counselors to “engage 
in self-care activities to maintain and promote their emotional, physical, mental, and 
spiritual well-being to best meet their professional responsibilities” (Section C), and the 
American Psychological Association’s 2010 code of ethics states that after becoming 
aware of personal problems that may interfere with professional performance, 
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psychologists should “take appropriate measures, such as obtaining professional 
consultation or assistance and determine whether they should limit, suspend or terminate 
their work-related duties” (Standard 2.06.b). Unfortunately, the demands of busy patient 
loads or packed curriculums seldom leave space for explicit training in stress 
management and self-care interventions; meaning that the responsibility for learning and 
implementing effective self-care is typically left to the individual student or professional 
(Newsome et al., 2006). 
To address this ethical imperative, various programs and institutions have recently 
participated in research with interventions proposed to alleviate the negative symptoms 
discussed earlier and increase personal growth of professionals and trainees as opposed to 
focusing on the decrease of dysfunction.  Several of these interventions fall under the 
heading of mindfulness training, where mindfulness is defined as “the awareness that 
arises through intentionally attending in an open, caring, and nonjudgmental way” 
(Shapiro & Carlson, 2009, p. 4).  Mindfulness interventions have been proposed as a 
means of managing stress and enhancing self-care for health care professionals over other 
self-care approaches for a variety of reasons (Mace, 2008; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  For 
instance, exploring personal experiences and conditioning is thought to help reduce 
clinician stress, as well as anxiety associated with delving into similar issues experienced 
by their patients.  Likewise, the attitudinal foci of mindfulness training, non-striving and 
non-judgmental acceptance, are thought to increase empathy, compassion for the client, 
and self-compassion.  In the same way, these attitudes are thought to reduce the pressure 
clinicians feel to “fix” clients, which if unaddressed could lead to behaviors that attempt 
to reduce the clinician’s anxiety rather than serving the client’s well-being.  Additionally, 
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since mindfulness skills are not meant to be used solely when stressed, unlike other stress 
management interventions, they can help individuals to be more present in both difficult 
and positive situations, increasing the clinician’s attentiveness to client insights, 
transformation, and growth (Mace, 2008; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
The proposed mechanism of action for mindfulness practice capitalizes on a shift 
in what Shapiro, Carlson, Astin, and Freedman (2006) termed reperceiving, defined as 
“the capacity to dispassionately observe or witness the contents of one’s consciousness” 
(p. 94). Mindfulness scholars have posited that individual development occurs as people 
garner the ability to shift their perspectives away from the narrow and limiting confines 
of their own personal experience (Germer, Siegel, & Fulton, 2005; Mace, 2008; Shapiro 
& Carlson, 2009). Through reperceiving, the individual learns to stand back from and 
observe inner commentary about life and develop an observing perspective on the story 
of who he or she is as a person.  In this way, the individual’s identity begins to shift from 
the content of his or her awareness to that of being an observer of awareness itself 
(Germer et al., 2005; Mace, 2008; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  Mindfulness practice is 
viewed as a means of continuing and accelerating the normal developmental process of 
reperceiving, through change in self-regulation, clarification of values, exposure to 
previously distressing thoughts and emotions, and the development of flexibility in 
addressing thoughts, emotions, and behaviors (Germer et al., 2005; Mace, 2008; Shapiro 
& Carlson, 2009).  
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR), Mindfulness-Based Cognitive 
Therapy (MBCT), Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT), and Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy (ACT) are the most well-known mindfulness-based interventions 
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(Baer, 2006; Chiesa & Malinowski, 2011).  Among them, however, there is considerable 
difference in the use of mindfulness theory and practice.  Mindful practice can include 
formal and/or informal approaches.  Formal practice is systematic meditation aimed at 
cultivating mindfulness skills and can be brief or long in nature.  In contrast, informal 
practice consists of the application of mindfulness skills to everyday life.  In this way, 
practicing individuals intentionally bring an accepting and open attention to whatever 
they are doing (Baer, 2006; Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  Of the 
interventions, MBSR and MBCT include both formal and informal mindful practice and 
stem from mindfulness theory; DBT and ACT include only informal practice and stem 
from other therapeutic traditions (Baer, 2006; Chiesa & Malinowski, 2011).  For 
continuity of comparison, only MBSR, MBCT, and interventions that similarly stem from 
mindfulness theory and include both forms of practice were included in the study. 
MBSR, originally developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn and colleagues at the University 
of Massachusetts Medical Center in 1979, is an eight-week group that meets weekly from 
2.5 to 3 hours with a six-hour silent retreat on the weekend between sessions six and 
seven. Each weekly meeting consists of didactic teaching on mindfulness, time for 
processing the experience of mindfulness, feedback from instructors, and discussion of 
challenges to practice (Kabat-Zinn, 1990).  MBCT, developed in the late 1990s by John 
Teasdale, Mark Williams, and Zindel Segal, with the guidance of Jon Kabat-Zinn and his 
colleagues, is a formal, manualized treatment that integrates MBSR with Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) to address the issue of depressive relapse in a similar eight 
week format.  MBCT utilizes many of the meditation exercises found in MBSR groups 
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but its didactic material focuses more on understanding depression than on stress and the 
stress response, as in the original MBSR program (Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2012).  
Programs and institutions implementing such interventions in the training and 
practice of healthcare professionals have produced a considerable amount of empirical 
research.   For example, Goodman and Schorling (2012) examined MBSR’s effectiveness 
for a group of healthcare providers and found a significant decrease in level of burnout 
and significant increase in mental well-being for participants over the eight week 
intervention. In a similar study, Penque (2009) found significant changes in levels of 
mindfulness, self-compassion, serenity, work satisfaction, empathy, and burnout across 
the MBSR intervention for a group of registered nurses.  In examining MBCT’s 
effectiveness, Collard, Avny, and Boniwell (2008) found a significant increase in levels 
of mindfulness and decrease in negative affect, with positive trends in satisfaction with 
life, for a group of counseling graduate students.  
With respect to improvements for the clients of healthcare practitioners, Grepmair 
et al. (2007) conducted a study in which 18 therapists-in-training were randomly assigned 
to learn meditation or to a control group with training-as-usual.  After training, 124 
patients were randomly assigned to meditating or not meditating trainees without 
awareness of their therapist’s condition.  On 10 of 11 outcome measures, including 
anxiety, depression, hostility, somatization, obsessions and compulsions, etc., patients 
being treated by meditating therapists excelled when compared to patients of non-
meditating therapists. 
Although each of these studies, and those omitted from this section for clarity and 
brevity, are compelling in their findings, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the 
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overall effectiveness of MBSR and MBCT for healthcare professionals and trainees as 
the literature base is fairly large, a wide variety of outcomes have been studied with a 
range of reported improvements, and research has yet to establish the importance of 
variables that may moderate the effects of MBIs for this population.  As previously 
stated, the goal of this study was to synthesize, using meta-analysis, the findings on the 
effectiveness of MBIs with healthcare professionals and trainees in an effort to strengthen 
the literature addressing the issue of self-care and impairment.  In doing so, the varied 
effects of each intervention on a series of outcome measures were examined so that 
recommendations could be made to assist providers in utilizing MBIs more accurately to 
target the specific presenting concerns of healthcare providers.  Additionally, a variety of 
moderating variables were investigated to determine factors that increase the 
effectiveness of these interventions.  Specifically, number of weeks in treatment (length), 
time in hours of weekly sessions (intensity), total hours in intervention (length x 
intensity), level of participant training (trainee or practicing professional), and 
institutional endorsement were examined.   
Regarding intensity and length of treatment, several studies have suggested that 
the original eight week intensive format (length) of the interventions may not be 
necessary to see benefits from treatment.  This is important information as the time 
demands of such interventions may not be appropriate in the lives of busy healthcare 
professionals (Carmody & Baer, 2009; Mackenzie, Poulin, & Seidman-Carlson, 2006).  
Significant variability has also been noted in the amount of time groups meet each week 
(intensity), so this study synthesized information on the role of these variables in 
intervention effectiveness.  Similarly, theorists working in professional development have 
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suggested that differences exist in the stress and coping of trainees and their professional 
counterparts (Skovholt & Ronnestad, 2003; Vredenburgh et al., 1999), so the moderating 
effect of level of training was explored.  
Finally, this study examined the moderator of institutional endorsement, an 
exploratory variable defined as any instance in which the intervention has been 
incorporated into the institution’s programming.  Rationale for this variable was 
extrapolated from literature on support in the work place and the impact of perceived 
faculty attitudes toward self-care on students’ help-seeking behaviors (Chou & Robert, 
2008; Dearing, Maddux, & Tangney, 2005).  Using this variable, the impact of support 
and positive attitudes toward the intervention on participants’ outcomes across studies 
included in this meta-analysis was investigated.  Because institutional endorsement is a 
new variable and was not explicitly examined in the primary data collection of included 
studies, it could not be directly measured in this meta-analysis; instead, this variable was 
inferred from information provided in studies that met inclusion criteria.   
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 In this meta-analysis, the following questions and hypotheses were posed:   
 (1) What is the overall effectiveness of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) 
on the self-reported functioning of healthcare professionals?  It was hypothesized that 
MBIs would increase self-reports of compassion, empathy, life satisfaction, and well-
being and decrease self-reports of burnout, perceived stress, anxiety, and depression.   
  (2) Does type of MBI moderate the treatment effects?  It was hypothesized that 
participants in MBCT interventions would show a greater reduction in depressive 
symptoms than participants in MBSR interventions, whereas participants in MBSR 
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interventions would report greater increases in compassion and empathy than participants 
in MBCT interventions. This hypothesis was based on the differing focus of content in 
each approach (i.e., MBCT focuses on depressive relapse while MBSR emphasizes 
global stress management).  
  (3) Do length, intensity, and/or total hours of treatment moderate the effectiveness 
of MBIs? It was hypothesized that, in general, participants in interventions with increased 
program length and intensity would report greater positive changes when compared to 
those in interventions with decreased program length and intensity.  However, as 
discussed previously, researchers have suggested that longer interventions requiring a 
greater time commitment from practicing healthcare professionals may add to, rather than 
detract from, participant dysfunction, so the interaction of level of training with total 
hours of treatment was examined. 
  (4) Does level of training moderate the effectiveness of MBIs?  It was 
hypothesized that trainee participants would experience greater overall positive changes 
when compared to practicing healthcare professional participants.   
  (5) Does institutional endorsement moderate the effectiveness of MBIs?  It was 
hypothesized that participants in interventions that have institutional endorsement would 
report greater positive changes when compared to individuals participating in 
interventions without institutional endorsement. 
Necessary Definitions 
  Mindfulness-based intervention: any intervention based on mindfulness theory 
and incorporating both formal and informal meditation training 
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  Healthcare professionals and trainees: individuals who are practicing or training 
to practice (respectively) in a health related field (e.g., nursing, medicine, psychology, 
counseling, social work, occupational therapy, or physical therapy). 
  Institutional endorsement: any instance in which the intervention has been 
incorporated into the programming of the institution, for example in the form of a class, 
continuing education course, or mandatory seminar. 
  Positive changes: decreased self-reports of negative outcomes such as burnout, 
perceived stress, anxiety, and depression, and increased self-reports of positive outcomes 




















Healthcare professionals regularly experience personal and professional 
difficulties associated with the care they provide, such as depression, emotional 
exhaustion, anxiety, decreased job satisfaction, low self-esteem, compassion fatigue and 
occupational burnout (Blegen, 1993; Butler & Constantine, 2005; Figley, 2002; Mann 
2004; Radeke & Mahoney, 2000; Rosenberg & Pace, 2006; Tyssen et al., 2001; Weiss, 
2004).  There is an ethical imperative to address these difficulties in both training and 
continuing education (Barnett et al., 2007).  Mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) 
have been identified as being particularly well suited for this population (Mace, 2008; 
Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  The present study sought to synthesize the effectiveness of 
these interventions for healthcare providers and trainees, as well as address possible 
moderating variables including institutional endorsement, level of training, length, 
intensity, and total hours of intervention. 
This chapter provides background information on mindfulness theory, as well as 
detailed descriptions of mindfulness based-interventions and their mechanism of action.  
Finally mindfulness and self-care for healthcare practitioners are addressed with a 
discussion of factors that may impact intervention effectiveness.  
Mindfulness Theory 
The term mindfulness has been defined by a number of individuals in a variety of 
ways with particular emphasis on differing aspects of the phenomenon.  Wallace and 
Bodhi (2006) stressed the here-and-now focus and specific attitude of mindful practice by 
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noting that mindfulness is “paying attention to what is occurring in one’s immediate 
experience with care and discernment” (personal communication as cited in Shapiro & 
Carlson, 2009, p. 4).  Likewise, Jon Kabat-Zinn (2005) emphasized the process of 
mindfulness in stating that “mindfulness means paying attention in a particular way: on 
purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally” (p. 108).  Finally, Shapiro and 
Carlson (2009) stressed the awareness achieved through mindful practice in their 
definition describing mindfulness as “the awareness that arises through intentionally 
attending in an open, caring, and nonjudgmental way” (p. 4).  In an attempt to make sense 
of these slightly differing definitions with a focus on the larger experience of what it 
means to be engaged in mindfulness, Shapiro and Carlson (2009) identified two specific 
aspects of mindfulness: mindful awareness and mindful practice.   
Mindful awareness.  This aspect of mindfulness has been described as the 
presence or awareness that arises when the mind is freed from reflexive conditioning, 
automatic responding, and delusion (Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  It is 
a way of being, relating to one’s experience, and seeing what exists clearly rather than 
through conditioned patterns of perception.  This part of mindfulness has been described 
as “simply knowing what is arising as it is arising without adding anything to it – without 
trying to get more of what one wants (pleasure, security), or pushing away what one 
doesn’t want (e.g., fear, anger, shame)” (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009, p. 5).  From this 
standpoint, it is possible to view the concept of dysfunction from a mindful perspective.  
Specifically, suffering is thought to arise out of an individual’s judgment of and reaction 
to what is occurring in his or her immediate experience rather than what is actually 
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present.  In this way, constant resistance and reactivity to what is occurring creates 
suffering for and within the individual (Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  
Mindful practice. According to ancient Buddhist teachings, mindfulness is an 
innate characteristic that becomes masked by conditioning from a variety of sources 
(Germer et al., 2005; Mace, 2008; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  For instance, individuals 
receive messages that they may be aware or unaware of from their parents, teachers, 
relationships, and society as a whole that condition specific responses.  Mindful practice 
can be thought of as a means of illuminating this conditioning; a process of training one’s 
mind to be aware of experiences as they come and go.   
Shapiro and Carlson (2009) set forth a model of mindful practice in an effort to 
highlight the important facets of this work.  Specifically, their model describes mindful 
practice as consisting of intention, attention, and attitude.  These pieces do not occur in a 
linear fashion but are thought to interact cyclically with each other from moment to 
moment.  In this model, intention is thought to set the stage for the practice and remind 
the individual from moment to moment why he or she is practicing mindfulness.  
Constantly evolving, intentions can change and develop with greater insight and 
awareness. Unlike a goal, intention is not an outcome or destination for which the 
individual strives; it is simply a direction in which to focus.   
Attention, in Shapiro and Carlson’s model (2009), involves moment to moment 
observation of the individual’s internal and external experience.  This type of attention 
has been described as sustained and concentrated, while also being nonreactive.  In this 
way, the individual is encouraged to attend to the experience itself as it occurs rather than 
his or her interpretation of the experience.  
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Finally, attitude in Shapiro and Carlson’s model (2009) is the lens through which 
attention is focused.  Attitudes of acceptance, patience, trust, openness, curiosity, 
gentleness, and loving-kindness are often cultivated in mindful practice.  Additionally, 
mindful practice is encouraged to be nonjudging, nonstriving, and nonreactive.  Many 
mindfulness practitioners have stressed that the specific attitudes of mindful practice are 
not an attempt to make things be a certain way; they are simply an attempt to relate to 
what already exists in a specific way.  Again, it is stressed throughout mindfulness 
literature that practicing without such attitudinal qualities may result in an approach 
toward the self that is judgmental and condemning (Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Shapiro & 
Carlson, 2009).  
Beyond its fundamental elements, mindful practice can be categorized into formal 
and informal practice.  Formal practice is the systematic practice of meditation aimed at 
refining mindfulness skills (e.g., paying attention on purpose, in the present moment, 
without judgment).  It can be brief or long and is generally done in a variety of ways.  For 
example, practitioners are often taught to meditate while sitting, lying down, walking, or 
doing yoga. In contrast, informal practice applies the skills of mindfulness to everyday 
life in an effort to intentionally bring open and accepting attention to whatever one is 
doing (Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  In the case of a healthcare 
provider, using the skills of mindfulness within the clinical setting would be considered 
informal practice unless he or she was working with a client to develop formal mindful 






With a more detailed and specific understanding of mindfulness in theory and 
practice, it is now possible to discuss the intricacies of interventions in which mindful 
practices (both formal and informal) are explicitly taught as a primary focus of the 
treatment protocol (Baer, 2006; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  As mentioned previously, the 
most well-known MBIs are Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR), Mindfulness-
Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT), Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT), and 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) (Baer, 2006; Chiesa & Malinowski, 2011).  
Among these, only MBSR and MBCT include both formal and informal mindful practice 
and stem from mindfulness theory (DBT and ACT include only informal practice and 
stem from other therapeutic traditions) (Baer, 2006; Chiesa & Malinowski, 2011).  Based 
on these differences, only MBSR, MBCT, and interventions that similarly stem from 
mindfulness theory and include both forms of practice are addressed in this study in an 
effort to maintain continuity of comparison.   
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction. MBSR was originally developed by Jon 
Kabat-Zinn and colleagues at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in 1979 
(Kabat-Zinn, 1990).  This eight-week group generally serves 35 participants who meet 
weekly from 2.5 to 3 hours and participate in a six-hour silent retreat on the weekend 
between sessions 6 and 7. Participants are required to practice meditation and gentle yoga 
at home for a total of 45 min., six days a week throughout the course of the program.  
Each weekly meeting consists of didactic teaching on mindfulness, time for processing 
the experience of mindfulness, feedback from instructors, and discussion of challenges to 
practice.  The program uses five formal mindfulness techniques (body scan, mindful 
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yoga, sitting meditation, walking meditation, and loving-kindness meditation) and 
encourages a variety of informal practice exercises (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; 
Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). 
Participants are often introduced to the body scan first in MBSR.  The body scan 
is a guided exercise aimed at cultivating somatic sensory awareness.  During this 
practice, a facilitator slowly directs participants to bring attention to body parts one at a 
time, usually starting with the breath and journeying from the feet to the head.  
Participants are encouraged to pay attention to whatever arises (thoughts, feelings, 
sensations, memories) in each area from moment to moment, without attempting to alter 
the experience or achieve a specific outcome (e.g., relaxation) for up to 45 min.  This 
practice aids participants in developing core mindfulness skills; including: paying 
attention in the moment, flexibility of attention in moving it from one body part to 
another, noticing the internal and external experience without trying to change it, 
returning focus when it unavoidably wanders, and applying the attitudes of kindness, 
acceptance, and nonjudgment (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  
Mindful yoga helps participants to cultivate kindness for the body through gentle 
mindful movements.  This process is not meant to be athletic and participants are 
encouraged not to compare themselves with others or their ability in past practice 
sessions.  Instead, participants are taught to explore their movements in a variety of 
positions while being fully aware of each practice as if it were the first time. This 
approach again helps participants to pay attention in the moment and accept the 
experience without judgment.  Additionally, participants learn patience and gentleness 
with their bodies, curiosity and openness to their abilities, as well as nonstriving and 
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acceptance of limitations.  Similarly, walking meditation directs awareness toward the 
bodily sensation of walking.  During this practice the speed of walking can vary, but it is 
often slowed to allow for greater awareness of the different aspects of an individual’s step 
(Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
Sitting meditation is generally considered the core formal practice of the MBSR 
program.  This technique usually begins with developing awareness of breath and later 
focuses on bodily sensations, emotions felt in the body, sounds, and passing thoughts.  
Such practice consists of continually returning to and remembering the focus of the 
exercise when the mind wanders.  Curiosity and patience are often encouraged in the 
sitting meditation with an emphasis on accepting whatever arises in the moment. Finally, 
the loving-kindness meditation is a guided practice that focuses on cultivating feelings of 
kindness and compassion for different individuals in the participant’s life.  More 
specifically, this meditation usually directs the participant to cultivate feelings of loving-
kindness for people they already have warmth and goodwill toward, people they may 
only know in passing, individuals they may have difficulty with, themselves, and 
humanity as a whole (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
While formal meditation is done in each of the weekly sessions and often 
incorporated into home practice, informal mindful practice is done almost exclusively 
outside of sessions.  Participants are encouraged to use their developing skills in everyday 
tasks such as eating, grooming, washing dishes, and communicating with others in an 
effort to cultivate a more global and integrated mindfulness rather than relying 
exclusively on rigid and isolated formal practice.  These informal exercises involve 
intentionally attending to whatever one is doing with care and kindness.  Facilitators 
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regularly assign mini meditation exercises that involve intentionally tuning into the body 
and breath for a short time while waiting in line, on hold during a phone call, sitting at a 
stoplight, or any of a variety of daily encounters (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Shapiro 
& Carlson, 2009).   
As a result of its origin in a medical facility treating chronic pain and physical 
illness, research concerning the effectiveness of MBSR in medical populations is 
currently much stronger than the research examining its impact on psychological issues 
(Baer, 2006; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  However, as its use in this area has progressed, 
more stringently structured investigations of psychological outcomes have been 
conducted and a number of findings have been seen across studies.  To determine the 
intervention’s effectiveness in treating mental health concerns, Jon Kabat-Zinn and 
colleagues (1992) examined the efficacy of the MBSR program in treating 22 participants 
with generalized anxiety disorder or panic disorder with or without agoraphobia.  
Individuals were screened prior to participating in the group and completed measures of 
anxiety and depression before the group began, at each weekly session, and monthly in 
the three month follow-up period.  Of the participants, 20 showed significant reductions 
in anxiety and depression scores after treatment.  These reductions were maintained at 
follow-up.  Additionally, those participants with panic disorder saw significant reductions 
in their symptoms.   
In an effort to explore the long-term effects of the MBSR intervention, Miller, 
Fletcher, and Kabat-Zinn (1995) evaluated 18 of the 22 participants in the study 
discussed above.  Repeated measures analysis of variance showed that participants 
maintained the gains they made during the original study on both anxiety and depression 
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measures, as well as the frequency and severity of panic symptoms.  Additionally, a 
majority of the group reported still practicing mindfulness techniques at the three year 
follow-up.  
Weiss, Nordlie, and Siegel conducted a study in 2005 using MBSR as an additive 
to psychotherapy for a group of outpatients with primarily anxious and depressive 
symptoms.  They found that while both the psychotherapy only and the psychotherapy + 
MBSR group improved on a measure of psychological distress, individuals in the 
psychotherapy + MBSR group showed greater gains on measures of goal achievement 
and were able to terminate therapy sooner than their counterparts.   
For the purpose of establishing MBSR’s efficacy in relation to other empirically 
validated treatments, Koszycki, Benger, Shlik, and Bradwejn (2007) compared MBSR to 
12 weekly sessions of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) in 53 patients with social 
anxiety disorder.  As before, both interventions resulted in improved mood, functionality 
(disability attributable to emotional problems), and quality of life, but CBT was superior 
at improving specific measures of the severity of social anxiety.  Of course, this finding is 
not surprising given that the focus of CBT is on alleviation of symptoms whereas MBSR 
targets overall well-being and quality of life.   
MBSR has also been investigated as an adjunct to pharmacotherapy.  Lee and 
colleagues (2007) compared MBSR to an anxiety education program for participants with 
anxiety disorders who were receiving pharmacotherapy.  Patients in the MBSR group 
improved more on self and clinician ratings of anxiety and hostility, but there were no 
between group differences on measures of depression.  Each of the studies discussed in 
this section serve to validate MBSR’s utility in addressing psychological concerns, while 
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illustrating its effectiveness alone, over time, as an adjunct to more traditional 
psychotherapy, and in comparison to both psychoeducation and CBT. 
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy. MBCT was developed in the late 1990s 
by John Teasdale, Mark Williams, and Zindel Segal, with the help and guidance of Jon 
Kabat-Zinn and his colleagues (Baer, 2006; Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  
This approach is a formal, manualized treatment that integrates MBSR with CBT to 
address the issue of depressive relapse.  Conducted over eight weeks in a group format 
with up to 12 participants, MBCT utilizes many of the meditation exercises found in 
MBSR groups but its didactic material focuses more on understanding depression than on 
stress and the stress response, as in the original MBSR program (Segal et al., 2012; 
Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). MBCT presents a model of depression in which relapse is 
viewed as a downward spiral brought about by attempting to argue away negative 
thoughts (Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  In this context, mindful practice 
is viewed as an alternative approach to dealing with such thoughts.  Participants are 
encouraged to develop awareness of their negative thinking patterns, learn to accept 
thoughts as transient things that will come and go on their own, and recognize that 
thoughts are not representative of a permanent reality.  To aid in this development, formal 
and informal meditation practices are aimed at noticing thoughts and emotions, allowing 
them to come and go, and approaching them with kindness, curiosity, and patience.  
Unlike traditional CBT, participants are not taught to purposely change or replace 
thoughts; focus is placed on seeing them in a new way as passing, transient things that are 
not reflective of truth or reality (Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). 
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In large part, the formal practice techniques, informal exercises, and didactic 
information used in MBCT are similar to those incorporated into MBSR, with three 
primary differences.  MBCT does not use the loving-kindness meditation, incorporates a 
technique called the 3-min. breathing space, and presents didactic information that is 
specific to depression and depressive relapse (Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 
2009).  The 3-min. breathing space is similar to the mini meditations practiced in MBSR, 
but is more structured with three distinct steps.  First, the participant is directed to focus 
on his or her internal experience for one minute, noting what is occurring with acceptance 
and without attempting to change it. Second, the participant is instructed to focus his or 
her attention on the sensation of breathing and the movement of the breath for one full 
minute.  Third, the participant is asked to expand his or her awareness back to the body as 
a whole without judgment.  This technique is meant to be practiced several times a day 
and whenever the participant feels overwhelmed (Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 
2009).  With respect to didactic material, MBCT incorporates information specific to 
treating depression and depressive relapse in its programming.  Specifically, MBCT 
encourages participants to become aware of the impact of mood on automatic thoughts, 
incorporates practice of activities that generate feelings of pleasure and mastery, and 
helps the participant to design specific relapse prevention plans during the last two 
sessions (Baer, 2006; Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). 
As MBCT was originally crafted by experienced researchers in the field of 
psychology, previous studies on this intervention have been quite methodologically 
sound, with the majority of current investigations being conducted by Teasdale, 
Williams, and colleagues in the United Kingdom (Segal et al., 2012; Shapiro & Carlson, 
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2009).  In 2000, Williams, Teasdale, Segal, and Soulsby compared the autobiographical 
memory of patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) in remission who participated 
in an MBCT program with that of patients randomly assigned to a treatment-as-usual 
control group.  They found that participants in the MBCT group were less likely after 
treatment to retrieve very generic negative memories than control participants.  This 
finding is significant because the tendency to retrieve generic negative memories is 
thought to contribute to depressive relapse.  In the same year, Teasdale and colleagues 
compared the rate of depressive relapse for a set of individuals who had participated in an 
MBCT group and a set who had engaged in treatment-as-usual.  At the one year follow 
up, only 35% of the treatment-as-usual group, compared to almost 70% of the MBCT 
group, remained free of depression (Teasdale et al., 2000). 
Similarly, Williams and colleagues (2008) studied a small group of participants 
with bipolar depression and found that participants in the MBCT intervention showed 
significant improvements in anxious and depressive symptoms compared to a waitlisted 
control group.  In an effort to study the effectiveness of MBCT for patients with active 
treatment resistant depressive disorders rather than depression in remission, Kenny and 
Williams (2007) studied a group of 50 patients with MDD or bipolar affective disorder 
who took part in MBCT groups over the course of two and a half years. The authors 
found that depression scores improved by an effect size of approximately 1.0 over the 
course of the MBCT treatment, bringing more than 60% of participants into the 





Mechanism of Action  
Given the compelling research being presented by investigators of both MBSR 
and MBCT, it is important to understand the mechanism of action for the results that have 
been found.  At present, Shapiro and colleagues (2006) have developed a theory to 
explain the process of change in mindfulness work.  Specifically, these scholars have 
proposed that mindfulness practice leads to a shift in perspective that they have termed 
reperceiving, defined as “the capacity to dispassionately observe or witness the contents 
of one’s consciousness” (p. 381).  Put a different way, reperceiving is a rotation in 
consciousness in which what was previously the subject of awareness becomes the object 
(Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
This shift in awareness has been described by other theorists as a key 
developmental process linked to psychological growth across the lifespan (Kegan, 1982).  
In this way, development is thought to occur as individuals become more skilled at 
shifting their perspectives away from the limiting confines of their own personal 
experiences; mindfulness practice is thought to continue and accelerate this natural 
developmental process (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). As one becomes more capable of 
observing the contents of consciousness, he or she becomes less fused with and 
embedded in such content.  In the process of learning to stand back from and observe 
inner commentary about life and experiences, the individual’s identity shifts from the 
content of awareness to awareness itself. Researchers have noted that reperceiving has 
sometimes been confused with attempts to detach from one’s experience and develop 
distance to the point of numbness and apathy.  Shapiro and Carlson (2009) noted that 
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reperceiving is in fact a stark contrast to detachment because it fosters closeness to and 
acceptance of whatever arises from moment-to-moment without the need to change it.  
While reperceiving is considered a significant factor contributing to the 
transformational effects of mindfulness, it is thought to be a metamechanism, defined as a 
mechanism of action overarching additional direct mechanisms that lead to change and 
positive outcomes (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  Under this metamechanism, direct 
mechanisms of action have been proposed in the areas of self-regulation, values 
clarification, cognitive/emotional/behavioral flexibility, and exposure (Germer et al., 
2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009). According to Shapiro and Carlson (2009) self-
regulation is defined as “the process whereby systems maintain stability of functioning 
and ability to change” (p. 98); a process that is based on a number of feedback loops.  
Shapiro and colleagues (2000) have noted that both intention and attention function to 
enhance these self-regulatory feedback loops and facilitate health. In more detail, through 
the process of reperceiving, we are able to attend to the information available in each 
moment, access data that may have previously been too uncomfortable to examine, and 
interrupt automatic maladaptive habits.  Researchers Brown and Ryan observed this 
phenomenon in a study conducted in 2003.  They noted that participants who scored 
higher on a measure of mindfulness reported significantly greater self-regulated emotion 
and behavior.  
With respect to values clarification, reperceiving is thought to help people 
recognize what is meaningful and valuable to them by bringing awareness and reflection 
to the values at work in moment to moment experiences.  Again, in Brown and Ryan’s 
study (2003), subjects who were taking mindful action as assessed by the author-
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developed Mindful Attention Awareness Scale state measure, also acted in ways that 
were more consistent with their identified values and interests.  This direct mechanism is 
thought to operate by counteracting the effects of automatic processing that often limit 
full consideration of options that might be more congruent with needs and values.  In this 
way, the intentional awareness that arises through mindfulness helps people identify and 
choose behaviors that fit their needs, interests, and values.  
In yet another direct mechanism of action, cognitive/emotional/behavioral 
flexibility is thought to positively impact change and outcomes by allowing the individual 
flexible responding to the environment in contrast to more reflexive and rigid patterns of 
reactivity (Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  These maladaptive patterns 
are thought to arise from over-identification with the current experience in which 
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors are triggered by previous experience, conditioning, 
and habit.  Borkovec (2002) demonstrated evidence to support this mechanism of action 
by noting that existing expectations or beliefs alter the processing of new information. 
Through reperceiving, the individual learns to see what exists in the present moment and 
respond to what is rather than internal expectations based on prior events.  
Finally, the direct mechanism of action associated with exposure is thought to 
operate by countering the habitual tendency to deny or avoid challenging emotional 
states.  Through reperceiving, the individual increases exposure to such states and gains 
experience of even very strong emotions with less reactivity and greater objectivity.  In 
this way, the individual learns that feared sensations, emotions, and thoughts are not as 
frightening or overwhelming and do not need to be avoided.  This realization in turn leads 
to extinction of fear responses and avoidance behaviors (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  
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Mindfulness for Healthcare Practitioners 
Prepared with an understanding of the theory and practice of mindfulness and its 
interventions, focus can now be brought to the use of mindfulness and its function for 
healthcare practitioners.  At present, the majority of research has focused on the benefits 
of mindfulness for patients; however beliefs about healthcare in recent years have 
expanded to include the well-being of the clinician as an integral part of the healthcare 
system (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).  This section explores the benefits of mindfulness for 
healthcare practitioners with regard to practitioner functioning, patient care, and ethical 
compliance.  In discussing the need to care for ourselves, it is important to first look at 
the impact of poor self-care on the practitioner as an individual.   
Shapiro and Carlson (2009) noted that as professional caregivers, healthcare 
practitioners often forget to care for themselves and that this process of placing the 
welfare of patients above the needs of the provider can lead to harmful consequences. 
These consequences can include increased depression, anxiety, and emotional exhaustion 
(Radeke & Mahoney, 2000; Tyssen et al., 2001), reduced self-esteem (Butler & 
Constantine, 2005), disrupted personal relationships (Myers, 1994), and loneliness 
(Lushington & Luscri, 2001), in addition to psychosocial isolation (Penzer, 1984) and 
decreased job satisfaction (Blegen, 1993).  Further, poor self-care can increase the 
likelihood of experiencing both compassion fatigue and burnout (Figley, 2002; Mann 
2004; Rosenberg & Pace, 2006; Weiss, 2004).   
Compassion fatigue, or secondary traumatic stress disorder, is a condition 
associated with the emotional effort that makes up a significant part of therapeutic work.  
It is commonly found among individuals who work with clients who have experienced 
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abuse or trauma (Arvay & Uhlemann, 1996; Coppenhall, 1995).  In addition to a gradual 
decrease in the ability to feel compassion, practitioners often encounter symptoms similar 
to those of posttraumatic stress disorder including numbing, hopelessness, sleeplessness, 
nightmares, and re-experiencing of patients’ traumas (Figley, 2002). In their 2002 study, 
Meldrum, King, and Spooner found that 27% of practitioners working with traumatized 
individuals experienced extreme distress associated with their work.  In total, 54% of the 
sample was distressed at the time of the study and 35% reported being very or extremely 
emotionally drained. In a similar study of trauma workers following the Oklahoma City 
bombing, 64% exhibited some degree of posttraumatic stress disorder (Wee & Myers, 
2002).  
Burnout, while similar to compassion fatigue, is considered a state of physical, 
mental, and emotional exhaustion resulting from long-term engagement in emotionally 
demanding situations.  This condition is not necessarily associated with exposure to client 
trauma and generally has a slower onset of symptoms when compared to compassion 
fatigue.  In addition, burnout usually involves negative self-concept and job attitudes 
(Rosenberg & Pace, 2006).    
Ethical imperative. Beyond the personal desire to be freed from the 
consequences discussed above, practitioners are also faced with the need to provide 
effective and ethically sound care for their patients, which is often compromised by the 
effects of inadequate self-care.  Specifically, research has demonstrated that stress 
negatively impacts both concentration and attention (Skosnik et al., 2000), interrupts 
decision-making skills (Klein, 1996; Lehner et al., 1997), and reduces the ability to 
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effectively build rapport with patients (Enochs & Etzbach, 2004; Renjilian et al., 1998), 
harming the practitioners’ ability to provide effective care.  
From an ethical standpoint, each group of healthcare providers is governed by its 
own code of ethics that speaks to the importance of personal and professional functioning 
and awareness in a variety of ways. According to the American Medical Association’s 
code of ethics (2001): 
To preserve the quality of their performance, physicians have a responsibility to 
maintain their health and wellness, construed broadly as preventing or treating 
acute or chronic diseases, including mental illness, disabilities, and occupational 
stress. When health or wellness is compromised, so may the safety and 
effectiveness of the medical care provided. When failing physical or mental health 
reaches the point of interfering with a physician’s ability to engage safely in 
professional activities, the physician is said to be impaired. (Opinion 9.0305 - 
Physician Health and Wellness) 
 
Similarly, the American Psychological Association (2010) states: 
Psychologists refrain from initiating an activity when they know or should know 
that there is a substantial likelihood that their personal problems will prevent 
them from performing their work-related activities in a competent manner. When 
psychologists become aware of personal problems that may interfere with their 
performing work-related duties adequately, they take appropriate measures, such 
as obtaining professional consultation or assistance and determine whether they 
should limit, suspend or terminate their work-related duties. (2.06 Personal 
Problems and Conflicts) 
 
The American Nursing Association (2010) addresses the issue in a slightly different way 
noting that: 
Moral respect accords moral worth and dignity to all human beings irrespective of 
their personal attributes or life situation. Such respect extends to oneself as well; 
the same duties that we owe to others we owe to ourselves. Self-regarding duties 
refer to a realm of duties that primarily concern oneself and include professional 
growth and maintenance of competence, preservation of wholeness of character, 
and personal integrity. (Provision 5.1) 
 




Though it has consequences for others, maintenance of competence and ongoing 
professional growth involves the control of one's own conduct in a way that is 
primarily self-regarding. Competence affects one's self-respect, self-esteem, 
professional status, and the meaningfulness of work. In all nursing roles, 
evaluation of one's own performance, coupled with peer review, is a means by 
which nursing practice can be held to the highest standards. Each nurse is 
responsible for participating in the development of criteria for evaluation of 
practice and for using those criteria in peer and self-assessment. (Provision 5.2) 
 
As a final example, the American Counseling Association code of ethics (2005) 
addresses self-care in its discussion of professional responsibility and impairment:  
…counselors engage in self-care activities to maintain and promote their 
emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual well-being to best meet their 
professional responsibilities… Counselors are alert to the signs of impairment 
from their own physical, mental, or emotional problems and refrain from offering 
or providing professional services when such impairment is likely to harm a client 
or others. They seek assistance for problems that reach the level of professional 
impairment, and, if necessary, they limit, suspend, or terminate their professional 
responsibilities until such time it is determined that they may safely resume their 
work. Counselors assist colleagues or supervisors in recognizing their own 
professional impairment and provide consultation and assistance when warranted 
with colleagues or supervisors showing signs of impairment and intervene as 
appropriate to prevent imminent harm to clients. (Section C and C.2.g) 
 
Despite these ethical mandates, the weight of patient loads and the curricular demands of 
graduate programs seldom leave space for explicit training and participation in self-care 
and stress management interventions, often leaving the responsibility for learning and 
utilizing effective self-care to the individual initiative of the student or professional 
(Newsome et al., 2006).  Several researchers have argued that the process of learning to 
use self-care techniques in an effort to manage stress should be a dimension of clinical 
training as well as professional development (Barnett et al., 2007; Newsome et al., 2006; 
Shapiro et al., 2007).  
Mindfulness for care of self and others. Scholars have proposed that instruction 
in mindfulness may be particularly useful for healthcare providers in practice and training 
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as a means of enhancing self-care and managing stress with benefits that might not be 
seen from other self-care intervention options (Germer et al., 2005; Shapiro & Carlson, 
2009).  Primarily, these authors propose that the attitudinal foci associated with 
mindfulness training would benefit providers in a few specific ways.  First, cultivating 
the attitudinal foci of non-striving and non-judgment could reduce a practitioner’s need or 
drive to “fix” patients, which if left unchecked might result in pushing or pulling the 
client to behave in a way that reduces the anxiety of the clinician rather than meeting the 
client’s needs.  Second, Shapiro and Carlson (2009) stated that cultivating an attitude 
with focus on acceptance would likely result in increased empathy and compassion for 
others as well as for the self.  Penque (2009) found significant changes in levels of 
mindfulness, self-compassion, serenity, work satisfaction, empathy, and burnout for a 
group of registered nurses who took part in an MBSR intervention providing some 
evidence for this idea.   
By combining these skills, clinicians could be more aware of and meet their own 
needs outside of session, be present and attentive for their client’s needs in session, and 
model a balanced perspective of giving the self and the client permission to be “perfectly 
human” rather than a perfect human, ultimately reducing shaming and condemnation. 
Beyond these benefits, the clinician’s process of exploring personal conditioned 
responses and experiences could reduce anxiety associated with helping clients facing 
similar issues.  Finally, because mindfulness training focuses on building moment-to-
moment awareness rather than concentrating only on moments of stress as in other self-
care and stress management techniques, the clinician could respond more presently to 
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beautiful and joyous moments, as well as times of difficulty, leading to better attunement 
with client growth, transformation, and insight (Shapiro & Carlson, 2009).   
To demonstrate the benefits of having clinicians trained in mindfulness, Grepmair 
and colleagues did a series of studies in 2007 in which they examined the performance of 
clients with meditating and non-meditating therapists on a variety of outcome measures.  
In their first investigation, the authors performed a nonrandomized sequential cohort 
study in which 113 patients were treated by psychotherapists in training at a hospital in 
Germany.  The treatment group, consisting of 58 patients, received therapy for nine 
weeks in which their therapists were meeting daily with a Japanese Zen master to 
meditate.  The trainees, Zen master, and patients were all blind to the purpose of the 
meditation and the hypotheses of the study.  The control group included 55 patients who 
received treatment for the nine week period prior to the introduction of meditation in the 
trainee schedule.  The authors reported that patients whose therapists were practicing 
meditation had better self-reported outcomes on a variety of measures including the 
Session Questionnaire for General and Differential Individual Psychotherapy, the 
Questionnaire of Changes in Experience and Behavior, and the Symptom Checklist 
(SCL-90-R).  To be more specific, patients reported higher assessments of individual 
therapy and their own progress in overcoming difficulties and symptoms, developing new 
behaviors, and transferring these skills into daily life.  Additionally, they noted a greater 
understanding of their own difficulties and goals, and greater rates of change on the SCL-
90-R’s somatizations, obsessiveness, anxiety, anger/hostility, phobic anxiety, and 
psychoticism scales, as well as the global severity index (Grepmair, Mitterlehner, Loew, 
& Nickel, 2007). 
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In their second study, Grepmair, Mitterlehner, Loew, Bachler, Rother, and Nickel 
(2007) changed the investigative protocol by randomly assigning 18 psychotherapists in 
training to either learn meditation or receive training-as usual.  Following the therapist 
random assignment, 124 patients were randomly assigned to the two groups of therapists 
in training.   Therapists in the meditation group again met daily with a meditation master.  
The therapists, their patients, and the meditation master, as before, were blind to the 
purpose of the meditation practice and the study hypotheses.  The results of this study 
replicated those of the original investigations; patients treated by meditating therapists 
had higher ratings of individual therapy and reported greater understanding of their 
difficulties, possibilities, and goals.  They also rated themselves higher in their subjective 
progress of overcoming their symptoms and difficulties, as well as learning and 
implementing new behaviors.  Finally, patients with meditating therapists had better self-
reported outcomes on eight of the SCL-90-R’s scales and the global severity index.  
Together, the results of these two studies suggest that promoting mindfulness among 
providers in training can affect the course of therapy and patient outcomes. 
Additional research, which is included in the meta-analysis, currently exists on 
the benefits of MBIs for healthcare professionals and trainees independent of the 
experience of their patients.  For ease of consumption these studies have been organized 
by participants’ level of training (professional or trainee).  Among the professional 
practitioners, a large number of studies examine the effectiveness of MBIs with nurses.  
Cohen-Katz, Wiley, Capuano, Baker, and Shapiro (2005) conducted a pre-test post-test 
waitlisted control group designed study with randomization in which nurses received the 
eight week MBSR intervention.  Following treatment, participants significantly improved 
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their scores on two of the three subscales of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (emotional 
exhaustion and lack of personal accomplishment) with a trend toward a significant 
reduction on the third (depersonalization) and significantly more mindfulness as assessed 
by the Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale.  Additionally, prior to the intervention, 
10 of the 25 participants reported elevated psychological distress as measured by the 
Brief Symptom Inventory; following the intervention, only 5 of the 25 reported such 
distress.  Similar studies have been conducted by Poulin, Mackenzie, Soloway, and 
Karayolas in 2008 and Penque in 2009; these researchers recruited nurses to participate in 
eight week MBSR courses and saw post-intervention reductions in burnout symptoms 
and increases in life and work satisfaction, relaxation, self-compassion, serenity, 
empathy, and mindfulness.  Finally, Mackenzie and colleagues (2006) used an 
abbreviated four week MBSR protocol with a group of nurses and nurse’s aides.  These 
researchers reported that the treatment group experienced significant improvements in 
burnout symptoms, life satisfaction, and relaxation compared to a control group.   
Among groups of general healthcare providers, three recent studies have 
investigated the eight week MBSR intervention’s efficacy.  Shapiro, Astin, Bishop, and 
Cordova (2005) reported that their treatment group decreased in levels of stress and 
increased in both quality of life and self-compassion when compared to a control group.  
Martin-Asuero and Garcia-Banda (2010) stated that individuals in their treatment group 
showed improvement on measures of distress, rumination, and negative affect. Finally, 
Goodman and Schorling (2012) noted that participants in their treatment group reported 
decreased burnout, increased mental well-being, and no changes in their physical health.   
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A significant number of studies on the effectiveness of MBIs in the field of 
healthcare have been conducted on individuals in training. Three well-constructed studies 
have examined the use of MBSR among pre-medical and medical students with varying 
lengths of the intervention.  Rosenzweig, Reibel, Greeson, Brainard, and Hojat (2003) 
used a 10-week MBSR program and found that the treatment group significantly 
decreased in levels of mood disturbance, anxiety, and fatigue compared to the control 
group.  Using the standard eight week intervention, Shapiro and colleagues (1998) 
reported that medical and pre-medical students in their treatment and waitlisted control 
groups (after receiving active treatment) significantly decreased in levels of state and trait 
anxiety, psychological distress, and depression while reporting significant increases in 
empathy and spirituality.  In the shortest four week intervention, Jain, Shapiro, Swanick, 
Bell, and Schwartz (2004) found significant increases in positive mood states and 
significant decreases in stress and rumination for the treatment group when compared to 
the control group. 
Work with clinical and counseling psychology graduate students has investigated 
the effectiveness of both MBSR and MBCT in their original eight week formats.  In 
examining MBSR, Shapiro and colleagues (2007) reported that the treatment group 
significantly decreased in levels of stress, negative affect, rumination, and anxiety, while 
increasing in positive affect and self-compassion compared to a cohort control group.  
Likewise, Harris (2011) reported that treatment group participants showed significant 
reductions in levels of stress and increases in mindfulness and empathy.  With regard to 
MBCT, Collard and colleagues (2008) and Rimes and Wingrove (2011) investigated 
changes between pre- and post-test scores for mental health graduate students.  In Collard 
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and colleague’s study (2008), participants significantly increased in level of mindfulness 
and decreased in negative affect, with positive trends in satisfaction with life.  Similarly, 
Rimes and Wingrove (2011) reported that participants significantly increased in levels of 
self-compassion and mindfulness, while decreasing in rumination. 
In conclusion, literature has noted the impact of stress on the personal and 
professional functioning of healthcare practitioners and the ethical imperative in 
healthcare disciplines to address this problem.  The benefits of mindfulness training in 
addressing these concerns were noted with particular attention to its strengths in 
comparison to other stress management techniques. The majority of the literature 
documents the benefits experienced by healthcare professionals after taking part in MBIs. 
However, this literature is diverse in that researchers have studied a variety of outcomes 
for participants from different healthcare professions at various levels of training.  In 
addition, MBIs utilized in these studies have varied widely in the number of hours met 
per week, number of weeks of treatment, and total hours of intervention.  Finally, the 
contexts in which these interventions have taken place, in universities or hospitals with 
differing levels of support for such interventions, has yet to be investigated as a possible 
factor effecting treatment outcomes. 
Factors that may Impact Effectiveness of MBIs 
Across the variety of studies mentioned above, a number of factors exist that may 
account for the variability in participant outcomes.  The present study specifically 
investigated the influence of intervention length, intensity, and total hours in intervention, 
participant level of training, and institutional endorsement on the effectiveness of MBIs.  
With respect to total hours, intensity, and length of treatment, several studies have 
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suggested that the original eight week format (length) of the interventions in question 
may not be necessary to see benefits from treatment (Carmody & Baer, 2009; Mackenzie 
et al., 2006) and significant variability has also been noted in the amount of time groups 
meet each week (intensity).   
Specifically, Carmody and Baer (2009) examined the relationships between effect 
sizes on various outcome measures reported by published studies of MBSR interventions 
and the number of total contact hours for each intervention.  These researchers reported 
that the correlation between number of in-class hours and mean effect size was not 
significant across clinical and non-clinical settings. They noted that such findings suggest 
adaptations in total class time may be beneficial for participants who do not have the 
ability or willingness to commit to a longer course of treatment.  Carmody and Baer 
(2009) stated that the original eight week format was designed by Jon Kabat-Zinn “to be 
long enough that participants could grasp the principles of self-regulation through 
mindfulness and develop skill and autonomy in mindfulness practice” (p. 628).  Using 
this rationale, it is possible that healthcare practitioners may differ from patient 
populations in their ability to grasp such principles and the length, intensity, and total 
hours in intervention best suited to this population should be investigated.  Finally, as 
their study looked specifically at outcomes on various measures of psychological distress, 
it is important for the present study to replicate this information while also examining the 
length, intensity, and total hours in intervention necessary to see improvement in other 
outcomes of interest to this population (e.g., increases in empathy, life and work 
satisfaction, well-being, etc.). 
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Similarly, theorists working in professional development have suggested that 
differences exist in the stress and coping of trainees and their professional counterparts 
(Skovholt & Ronnestad, 2003; Vredenburgh et al., 1999), so it is important to explore the 
moderating effect of level of training. Specifically, Skovholt and Ronnestad (2003) 
argued that as a result of lower levels of professional confidence, scrutiny from 
professional gatekeepers, incomplete practitioner identity, and glamorized expectations, 
younger and newer mental health providers experience increased stress when compared 
to more experienced professionals.  Also, because the proposed mechanism of action for 
MBIs capitalizes on the developmental process of reperceiving, as discussed previously 
(Shapiro & Carlson, 2009), it is likely that practitioners who have spent more time in the 
field will differ in their development and the benefit of such interventions when 
compared to trainees. 
Finally, this study examined the influence of institutional endorsement, an 
exploratory variable extrapolated from literature on support in the work place and the 
impact of perceived faculty attitudes toward self-care on students’ help-seeking 
behaviors.  In regard to work place support, Chou and Robert (2008) found that job 
satisfaction was positively associated with perceived institutional support, supervisor 
support, and co-worker support.  These authors used psychological climate theory, which 
states individuals respond primarily to cognitive representations of their environments 
rather than the environments themselves, as the rationale for predicting that an 
employee’s responses to situational events depends on how those events are perceived.  
In this way, job satisfaction, an affective response, is determined by the individual’s 
assessment of the work environment.  Based on this information, a similar relationship is 
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hypothesized to exist between a healthcare provider’s assessment of his or her 
institution’s endorsement of MBIs and the individual’s response to the program on 
various outcome measures. 
With respect to the impact of faculty attitudes on student help-seeking behaviors, 
Dearing and colleagues (2005) found that students who perceived their faculty members 
as having a more positive attitude toward students seeking treatment had more help-
seeking behaviors.  As in Chou and Robert’s study (2008), this research focused on the 
impact of an environmental factor in the work-place on participant’s behavior.  Using this 
example, perceived institutional endorsement of MBIs would parallel positive faculty 
attitudes and it is hypothesized that participants would be more likely to commit time and 
energy to the intervention resulting in more positive outcomes.  Institutional endorsement 
as a variable seeks to examine environmental impact on participants across studies 
included in this meta-analysis.  Because institutional endorsement is a new variable and 
was not explicitly examined in the primary data collection of included studies, it could 
not be directly measured in this meta-analysis; instead, this variable was inferred from 
information provided in studies that met inclusion criteria.   
Summary 
This chapter explored mindfulness theory, mindfulness-based interventions, and 
their applicability to addressing the issue of dysfunction among healthcare providers and 
trainees.  In doing so, the proposed mechanism of action for these interventions was 
presented and used to elaborate the gains seen by individuals who have participated.  
Finally, factors that have varied widely across studies in this area (institutional 
endorsement, level of training, length of intervention, intensity of intervention, and total 
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hours in intervention) were proposed as moderating variables that may impact 
intervention effectiveness. This study’s goal was to synthesize the relatively large 
literature base regarding the effectiveness of mindfulness-based interventions for 
healthcare providers and trainees, help to draw conclusions across a variety of outcomes, 








Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
In an effort to prevent the comparison of “apples and oranges,” a problem in 
poorly conducted meta-analytic studies, inclusion criteria are set to identify and 
synthesize methodologically and conceptually similar studies (Petticrew & Roberts, 
2006, p. 204). For the purpose of this meta-analysis, inclusion criteria were set for type of 
intervention, participants, outcome measures, and design.  Specifically, in an effort to 
examine the standardized mean difference in outcomes, studies were included if they (1) 
examined the effectiveness of mindfulness-based interventions (based on mindfulness 
theory and incorporating both formal and informal mindfulness training) and (2) utilized 
a sample of healthcare providers (defined as individuals who are practicing or training to 
practice in a health-related field such as nursing, medicine, psychology, counseling, 
social work, occupational therapy, and/or physical therapy).   
Additionally, studies were only included if the researchers (3) reported results 
from outcome measures for at least one aspect of positive functioning (mindfulness, 
compassion, empathy, satisfaction with life, satisfaction with work, wellbeing, etc.) or 
one aspect of negative functioning (burnout, stress, anxiety, depression, etc.), and (4) 
obtained baseline and post-intervention scores for each participant, finding change across 
time in comparison to a control group.  For the purpose of this meta-analysis, baseline 
represents participant outcomes measured prior to the intervention, post-intervention is 
the label given to participant outcomes measured immediately or shortly after the end of 
the intervention, and follow-up represents any measurement of participant outcomes 
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taken after the post-intervention assessment and a period without intervention.  Studies in 
which authors examined the effect of an MBI on participants at baseline and post-
intervention without comparison to a control group (i.e., one group pre-post design) were 
included if enough information was available to calculate an effect size and the 
correlation between pre- and post- intervention scores.  Where this correlation could not 
be calculated specifically (authors did not provide standard deviations for pre- and post- 
intervention means or provided inexact p-values), a conservative estimate of the 
correlation (r = 0.8) was assumed. Additionally, in the event that a study met all inclusion 
criteria, but reported insufficient information to calculate an effect size, the primary 
author was contacted in an effort to obtain necessary data; these studies were only 
excluded if such information could not be provided.   
Search Strategy 
This meta-analysis included an exhaustive review of the literature and 
incorporated the entire population of studies meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 
with no restrictions placed on study date or country of origin.  Articles were selected 
according to the following procedure.  First, extensive searches were run in the following 
databases: Applied Science & Technology, Business Source Premier, CINAHL, Education 
Index, Health Source, Humanities Full Text, Humanities & Social Sciences Index, 
Nursing & Allied Health, PsychArticles, Psychinfo, Social Sciences Full Text, Social 
Work Abstracts, ERIC, Medline, PubMed, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, as well as 
Google Scholar.  Search parameter keywords included Mindful* and Meditat* with 
intervention or treatment and Burnout, Stress, Mind/Body, Relaxation, Anxiety, 
Depression, Compassion, Empathy, Satisfaction, Well-being, “Healthcare providers,” 
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“Healthcare professionals,” Nurse, Physician, Psychologist, Counselor, “Social worker,” 
“Physical therapist,” trainee, and student.  As an example, a search was run in PubMed 
for “Mindful*” AND “(intervention) or (treatment)” AND “Empathy.”   
All results were extracted for review from searches run in each database, with the 
exception of Google Scholar.  Due to the extensive volume of returns from this search 
engine, a protocol was developed in which the first 10 pages of returns for each search 
were reviewed for viable studies, results were retrieved beyond the 10-page minimum 
until two consecutive pages with no viable returns were reached. Second, the references 
of each identified study were searched for additional studies meeting inclusion and 
exclusion criteria.  Third, the first author of all identified studies was contacted (one time 
only) and asked for any unpublished material or ongoing research in which data had been 
analyzed and whether he or she knew of any other researchers having unpublished data or 
ongoing studies, in an effort to avoid publication bias.   
Data Coding 
For use in coding data, a comprehensive coding form (Appendix A; Lipsey & 
Wilson, 2001) was developed. This form evolved over the course of the study and was 
used to inform the research methods analysis.  Information was coded at the level of the 
study, participant, and intervention.  Study level characteristics included identification 
number, author name, article title and year, publication type, and study location.  
Participant level characteristics included profession, level of training, age, race, and 
gender. Intervention level characteristics included total sample size, type of intervention 
used, length and intensity of intervention, amount of encouraged outside practice time, 
whether a retreat was included, whether use of a trained instructor was reported, type of 
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institution in which the treatment was conducted, type of control group, inclusion of any 
comparison groups, study design, outcome measures utilized, and level of institutional 
endorsement. 
Institutional endorsement was coded as an ordinal variable addressing the 
involvement of the participant’s home institution (hospital or university) in the study.  
Studies ranged from 1 to 4 depending on the level of involvement of the institution or 
incorporation of the intervention into the institution’s programming.  For example, 
studies were coded as 1 if the text indicated that the intervention had no affiliation with 
the participants’ educational or employment setting and 4 if the intervention was housed 
within the educational or employment setting, participants were offered credit or 
incentive for participation (CEUs, course credit, etc.), and the intervention was offered 
more than once (over multiple semesters or years).  For more detailed information 
regarding coding of this variable please consult the coding form (Appendix A).  
Additionally, a section for notes was included so that any idiosyncrasies in coding 
could be reported. To provide the appropriate level of control, a second coder who was 
blind to the hypotheses was trained by the author to utilize the coding form and code all 
identified studies.  Any discrepancies between rater coding were noted, discussed, and 
used to refine the coding process.  Analysis of primary and secondary coding showed 
94.5% agreement overall with 22.2% of all disagreement occurring in the coding of 
institutional endorsement.  In examining this variable, 33% of discrepancies fell within 
half a point (for example, primary coder coded the study as 3 and secondary coder coded 
the study as 3.5) and 66% of discrepancies fell within one point. These differences were 




Effect size indices and interpretation.  Hedges’ g, a measure of the standardized 
mean difference for continuous outcomes, was used in the present study to examine the 
overall mean effect of mindfulness-based interventions on the positive (empathy, 
compassion, self-compassion, personal accomplishment, sense of coherence, work 
satisfaction, well-being, mental health, spirituality, serenity, positive states of mind, 
positive affect, emotional intelligence, relaxation, flexibility, vigor, social connectedness, 
resilience, satisfaction with life, the presence of meaning in life, and/or valued living) and 
negative (anxiety, self-consciousness, depression, rumination, negative affect, confusion, 
overall mood disturbance, burnout, fatigue, impairment to self-compassion, the search for 
meaning in life, mental distress, stress, experiential avoidance, hostility, interpersonal 
sensitivity, paranoia, psychoticism, obsessive-compulsiveness, somatization, and overall 
symptomology) indices of functioning of participants.  This effect size is a variation on 
Cohen’s d that corrects for biases due to small sample sizes and is calculated using the 
following formulas: 





𝑆𝐷∗𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 =  √
(𝑛1 − 1)𝑆𝐷1
2 + (𝑛2 − 1)𝑆𝐷2
2
𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2
 
 
Where samples were not independent (pre-post studies without control groups), the 
information provided was utilized to calculate the standard deviation of the mean 
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difference and correlation of the pre- and post-treatment scores in an effort to calculate 
the effect size and variance using the following formulas: 
 
𝑆𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓 =  (𝑀1 – 𝑀2) 𝑥 √𝑁/𝑡  
 



















)  𝑥 2(1 − 𝑟) 
 
𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑  =  (1 −
3
4(𝑑𝑓)−1
) x d 
 
Once effect sizes for each study were calculated, averages of effects that estimated the 
same comparison or relationship were made (Cooper, 2010; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).   
Synthesis methods. This study used a random effects model with robust variance 
estimation to examine the overall mean effects and moderator analyses.  The random 
effects model assumes that each observed effect size differs from the population mean by 
both sampling error and a value representing other sources of variability (random effects 
variance; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).  Robust variance estimation was used throughout, as 
multiple effect sizes were calculated for each participant sample (overall mean effect, 
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effect on positive outcomes, and effect on negative outcomes) making it impossible to 
assume independence of the effect size estimates (an assumption of most meta-analytic 
methods).  Analyses were run in the robumeta package in R (Hedges, Tipton, & Johnson, 
2010; Tipton, in press).   
Overall mean effect analyses. In an attempt to provide the most useful 
information, the individual outcomes of each study were initially separated by their 
valence (positive or negative).  This division was based on careful analysis of each of the 
measures used, in some cases splitting results from a single measure to extract positive 
and negative aspects.  For example, the personal accomplishment subscale of the Maslach 
Burnout Inventory was considered a positive variable while the subscales of emotional 
exhaustion and depersonalization were analyzed with other negative variables.  The 
complete list of negative and positive outcome variables and their respective groupings is 
included in Appendix B. 
Moderator analysis.  When working with meta-analytic data, it is important to 
recognize that variability will exist across studies, among both main effects and 
interactions; this variability has the potential to be dramatic. These differences are caused 
by either sampling variability or variation in how studies are conducted (Cooper, 2010; 
Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).  In meta-analysis, tests have been devised to estimate the 
amount of variance due to such study-level characteristics.  The present study utilized 
meta-regression to test moderators (study characteristics) of effect size simultaneously 
and sequentially. In meta-regression, the effect sizes are treated as criterion variables, and 
study characteristics are viewed as predictor variables (Cooper, 2010). Predictor variables 
can be dichotomous, ordinal, or continuous (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). For the present 
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study, moderators of particular interest were type of intervention, length, intensity, and 
total hours of intervention, level of participant training, and level of institutional 
endorsement.  In addition, the effect of a methods moderator, study design, was used to 
compare randomized controlled trials to quasi-experimental and observational studies.  
Publication bias. Funnel plots were used, both graphically and analytically, to 























All searches were conducted between November 21st, 2013 and February 6th, 
2014.  Figure 1 provides a helpful graphic for understanding the contribution of each 
database to the overall search returns.  As several databases (Applied Science & 
Technology, Business Source Premier, CINAHL, Education Index, Health Source, 
Humanities Full Text, Humanities & Social Sciences Index, Nursing & Allied Health, 
PsychArticles, Psychinfo, Social Sciences Full Text, and Social Work Abstracts) were 
searched simultaneously their returns are reported as EBSCO combined databases.  
 
 
Figure 1. Contribution of each database to the total search returns 
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Figure 2 illustrates the process used to identify the studies ultimately included in 
the meta-analysis.  First, an initial sorting of the returns was done by examining the titles 
and abstracts for inclusion based on the following criteria: (1) examined a sample of 
healthcare providers, (2) conducted an intervention, (3) addressed mindfulness or 
meditation, and (4) did not state that the intervention was/was based on ACT or DBT.  
This process yielded 190 studies for further review.  Of these, 170 were identified as 
possibly meeting inclusion criteria or could not be excluded due to lack of information in 
the title or abstract, 10 were relevant meta-analyses/literature reviews and 10 were 
relevant qualitative studies.  The remaining 6,566 studies from the initial sort were 
excluded.  
 
Figure 2. Initial and in-depth sorting process with criteria and returns at each stage. 
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After this beginning process, an in-depth review was conducted for each of the 
170 studies.  In the end, 32 studies were included, 15 with no-treatment control groups 
(i.e., two group pre-post design) and 17 without no-treatment control groups (i.e., one 
group pre-post design).  Of these, two studies utilized the same treatment group data 
(Mackenzie, Poulin, & Seidman-Carlson, 2006 and Poulin, Mackenzie, Soloway, & 
Karayolas, 2008) so their effects were analyzed together.  The references of all included 
studies, relevant meta-analyses/literature reviews, and identified qualitative studies were 
searched for additional works; none were found.  Finally, the first author (or 
corresponding author) of each included study was contacted for any unpublished research 
and information necessary to include the identified study (e.g., missing data).  Seventy-
four percent of authors responded.  While no unpublished work was found, three authors 
provided extensive additional data so that their studies could be incorporated (Hopkins & 
Proeve, 2013; Moody et al., 2013; and Rimes & Wingrove, 2011) and one author sent an 
article accepted for publication in the coming year (Martin-Aseuro et al., 2014). 
Table 1 details relevant study level characteristics for each of the included studies. 
As illustrated, the included studies took place over a 16-year period (1998 to 2014) with a 
total of 1,173 participants in the various treatment conditions.  Six of the 32 studies were 
dissertations and 13 were conducted, at least in part, outside of the United States.  Table 2 
provides information on relevant participant level characteristics.  From the table, it is 
possible to see that the majority of studies were dominated by female practicing 
professionals in small treatment groups made up of a variety of healthcare professionals.  
It is important to note that Goodman and Schorling (2012) analyzed the treatment results 
for (a) physicians in their study separate from (b) other healthcare providers
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Table 1  
Study Level Characteristics 
 
Author(s) Year Publication 
Type 
Location  Outcomes studied 
Martin-Aseuro et al. 2014 Journal Spain Burnout, Empathy, Mindfulness, 
Symptomology 
Barbosa et al. 2013 Journal USA Anxiety, Empathy 
Bazarko et al. 2013 Journal USA Burnout, Empathy, General/Mental Health, 
Self-Compassion, Spirituality, Stress 
De Vibe et al.  2013 Journal Norway Burnout, Mental Distress, Mindfulness, 
Stress, Well-Being 
Fortney et al.  2013 Journal USA Anxiety, Burnout, Compassion, Depression, 
Resilience, Stress 
Hopkins & Proeve 2013 Journal Australia Empathy, Mindfulness, Stress 
Martin-Aseuro et al. 2013 Journal Spain Burnout, Empathy, Mindfulness, 
Symptomology 
Moody et al. 2013 Journal USA/Israel Burnout, Depression, Stress 
Reid 2013 Journal Canada Mindfulness 
De Zoysa et al. 2012 Journal England Anxiety, Mindfulness, Worry  
Goodman & Schorling 2012 Journal USA Burnout, Mental Health 
Manotas 2012 Dissertation Columbia Flexibility, Mindfulness, Stress, 
Symptomology 
Geary & Rosenthal 2011 Journal USA Mental Health, Spirituality, Stress, 
Symptomology 
Irving 2011 Dissertation Canada Burnout, Depression, Mindfulness, Self-
Compassion, Stress, Well-Being 
Rimes & Wingrove 2011 Journal England Mindfulness, Rumination, Self-Compassion 
Spragg 2011 Dissertation USA Burnout, Empathy, Mindfulness, Self-
Consciousness 
Harris 2010 Dissertation USA Affect, Acceptance, Mindfulness, Self-
Compassion, Stress, Valued Living 
Martin-Aseuro et al. 2010 Journal Spain Affect, Rumination, Stress, Symptomology 
Newsome 2010 Dissertation USA Mindfulness, Self-Compassion, Stress 
Cohen & Miller 2009 Journal USA Anxiety, Depression, Emotional 
Intelligence, Life Satisfaction, Meaning in 
Life, Mindfulness, Stress 
Penque 2009 Dissertation USA Burnout, Empathy, Job Satisfaction, 
Mindfulness, Self-Compassion, Spirituality 
Pipe et al. 2009 Journal USA Caring Efficacy, Symptomology 
Collard et al.  2008 Journal England Affect, Life Satisfaction, Mindfulness 
Poulin et al. 2008 Journal Canada Burnout, Life Satisfaction, Relaxation 
Jain et al. 2007 Journal USA Depression, Symptomology 
Shapiro et al. 2007 Journal USA Affect, Anxiety, Mindfulness, Rumination, 
Self-Compassion, Stress 
Mackenzie et al. 2006 Journal Canada Burnout, Job Satisfaction, Life Satisfaction, 
Relaxation, Coherence 
Cohen-Katz et al. 2005 Journal USA Burnout, Mindfulness 
Galantino et al. 2005 Journal USA Burnout, Empathy, Symptomology 
Shapiro et al. 2005 Journal USA Burnout, Life Satisfaction, Self-
Compassion, Stress, Symptomology 
Rosenzweig et al. 2003 Journal USA Symptomology 
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Martin-Aseuro et al. ‘14 43 25 RE Mixed Practicing 47 92 
Barbosa et al. 13 15 QE Mixed Students 25.5 93 
Bazarko et al. 36 - - Nursing Practicing 52 100 
De Vibe et al.  144 144 RE Mixed Students 24 76 
Fortney et al.  30 - - Mixed Practicing 40.5 60 
Hopkins & Proeve 11 - - Psychology Students 37 91 
Martin-Aseuro et al. ‘13 80 - - Mixed Practicing 47 90 
Moody et al. 21 24 RE Mixed Practicing - 81 
Reid 15 - - Occ. therapy Students - 100 
 
De Zoysa et al. 23 - - Mixed Practicing 35 75 
Goodman & Schorling (a) 51 - - Medicine Practicing - 47 
Goodman & Schorling (b) 42 - - Mixed Practicing - 86 
Manotas 39 43 RE Mixed Practicing 39 90 
Geary & Rosenthal 59 49 QE Mixed Practicing 45 90 
Irving 51 - - Mixed Practicing 50 75 
Rimes & Wingrove 20 - - Psychology Students - 100 
Spragg 8 8 RE Mixed Students - - 
Harris 8 - - Psychology Students 26 63 
Martin-Aseuro et al. ‘10 29 - - Mixed Practicing 41 83 
Newsome 31 - - Mixed Students - 87 
Cohen & Miller 21 - - Counseling Students 26 95 
Penque 53 - - Nursing Practicing - 95 
Pipe et al. 15 - - Nursing Practicing 50 97 
Collard et al.  15 - - Counseling Students - 88 
Poulin et al. 16 14 QE Mixed Practicing 47 55 
Jain et al. 27 30 RE Mixed Students 25 82 
Shapiro et al. ‘07 22 32 QE Counseling Students 29 89 
Mackenzie et al. 16 14 RE Nursing Practicing 47 97 
Cohen-Katz et al. 10 13 RE Mixed Practicing 46 100 
Galantino et al. 69 - - Mixed  Practicing 43 96 
Shapiro et al. ‘05 10 18 RE Mixed Practicing - - 
Rosenzweig et al. 125 152 QE Medicine Students - - 
Shapiro et al. ‘98 36 37 RE Medicine Students - - 
     
Note. Tx N = Number in treatment group; Cx N = Number in control group; Cx Type = Type of control 






Table 3 illustrates various intervention level characteristics, including type of 
treatment and control group (Tx Type and Cx Type respectively), the number of weekly 
sessions, session length, whether or not the intervention included a retreat and its length, 
the total number of hours spent in the intervention, and the amount of encouraged 
practice outside of session (where m, d, and wk represent minute, day, and week 
respectively).  The majority of included studied were based on the MBSR protocol with 
several adaptations; studies were considered to be using brief MBSR (bMBSR) if they 
adapted the session length or number of weeks to be shorter than the original MBSR 
protocol; studies were considered telehealth MBSR (tMBSR) if any of the sessions were 
replaced with electronically delivered content; and studies labeled MBSR+ utilized the 
standard MBSR protocol and added information to the intervention (ex. training in 
mindful communication or focus on values enhancement).   
In addition to MBSR and MBCT, two additional interventions met the inclusion 
criteria set forth in this study’s operational definition of MBI (stemmed from mindfulness 
theory and incorporated both formal and informal practice.  Cohen and Miller (2009) 
used an intervention known as Interpersonal Mindfulness Training (IMT) which was 
modeled after the MBSR protocol with added attention to developing awareness of one’s 
self in relation to others.  Similarly, Galantino, Baime, Maguire, Szapary, and Farrar 
(2005) used a program based on mindfulness meditation principles (MM) and utilized 
aspects of MBSR and MBCT.  In addition, the authors adapted the didactic content to fit 
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Martin-Aseuro et al. ’14 MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 8 hr. 28 45 m/6 d a wk 1 
Barbosa et al. MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 8 hr. 28 45-50 m daily 2 
Bazarko et al. tMBSR 8 1.5 hr. 2 days 26 25-30 m daily 3 
De Vibe et al.  bMBSR 6 1.5 6 hr. 15 45 m daily 1 
Fortney et al.  bMBSR - - - 18 10-20 m daily 3 
Hopkins & Proeve MBCT 8 2 hr. - 16 45 m/6 d a wk 1 
Martin-Aseuro et al. ’13 MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 8 hr. 28 45 m/6 d a wk 1 
Moody et al. MBSR 8 - - 15 10-20 m daily 2 
Reid tMBSR 8 - - - - 1 
De Zoysa et al. MBCT 8 2 hr. - 16 45 m/6 d a wk 2 
Goodman & Schorling MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 7 hr. 27 45 m/6 d a wk 1.5 
Manotas bMBSR 4 2 hr. - 8 - 2 
Geary & Rosenthal MBSR 8 3 hr. 8 hr. 32 30-60 m daily 3 
Irving MBSR+ 8 2.5 hr. 7 hr. 27 - 2 
Rimes & Wingrove MBCT 8 - - - - 2 
Spragg MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 7.5 hr. 27.5 45 m daily 2 
Harris MBSR+ 8 2 hr. - 16 45 m/6 d a wk 2 
Martin-Aseuro et al. ’10 MBSR 8 2.5 hr. 8 hr. 28 45 m daily 1 
Newsome MBSR 8 1.5 hr. - 12 45 m/4 d a wk 3 
Cohen & Miller IMT 6 1.5 hr. - 9 - 4 
Penque MBSR 8 2 hr. 7 hr. 23 30 m daily 2.5 
Pipe et al. bMBSR 4 2 hr. - 8 30 m daily 1 
Collard et al.  MBCT 8 2 hr. - 16 - 3 
Poulin et al. bMBSR 4 0.5 hr. - 2 15-20 m daily 2.5 
Jain et al. bMBSR 4 1.5 hr. 6 hr.  12 - 2 
Shapiro et al. ’07 MBSR 8 2 hr. - 16 15-30 m daily 2 
Mackenzie et al. bMBSR 4 0.5 hr. - 2 10 m /5 d a wk 2.5 
Cohen-Katz et al. MBSR 8 2.5 hr.  6 hr.  26 - 3 
Galantino et al. MM 8 2 hr. - 16 30 m daily 2 
Shapiro et al. ‘05 MBSR 8 2 hr. - 16 15-30 m daily 2 
Rosenzweig et al. MBSR 10 1.5 hr. - 15 20 m/6 d a wk 4 
Shapiro et al. ‘98 bMBSR 7 2.5 hr.  - 17.5 15-30 m daily 3 
 
Note. Tx Type = Treatment type (MBSR = standard Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction protocol, 
tMBSR = telemental health MBSR, bMBSR = brief MBSR, MBSR+ = standard MBSR protocol with 
additions, MBCT = Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy, IMT = Interpersonal Mindfulness Training, 
MM = Mindfulness Meditation; Wks = weeks of intervention; Session = average session length in hours; 
Retreat = presence and length in hours of silent retreat; Total Hours = total hours in session; Encouraged 
practice = minutes (m) of encouraged practice, number of encouraged days (d) per week (wk); Inst. 
Endorse. = Institutional Endorsement 
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burnout, balancing personal and professional demands, and communication.  Across the  
32 included studies, sessions ranged from half an hour to three hours, and participants 
met from 4 to 10 weeks.  
Overall Analyses 
To examine the overall mean effect, the individual outcomes of each study were 
initially separated by their valence (positive or negative).  Of the included studies, 30 
examined positive outcomes and 30 explored negative outcomes (Martin-Aseuro et al., 
2010 had no positive outcomes and Reid, 2013 had no negative outcomes).  Table 4 lists 
the results of these analyses for both positive and negative outcomes.    
 
Table 4  
Correlated Effects Model Results 
Outcome 
Valence 




Positive 30 151 15.8  0.372 0.055 < 0.001   0.254  0.491 
Negative 30 133 21.18 -0.403 0.064 < 0.001 -0.538 -0.268 
 
According to the correlated effects model, MBIs significantly increased reports of 
positive outcomes with a large effect size of 0.372 and a 95% confidence interval ranging 
from 0.254 to 0.491.  Similarly, MBIs significantly decreased reports of negative 
outcomes with a large effect size of -0.403 and a 95% confidence interval ranging from   
-0.538 to -0.268.  A visual depiction of these results can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, forest 
plots of the individual effect sizes and overall mean effect sizes for positive and negative 



















Sensitivity analyses are a replication of the meta-analysis excluding studies that 
were of questionable inclusion to determine the degree to which they impact the stability 
of the initial findings.  Sensitivity analyses were run for this meta-analysis excluding five 
of the 31 total studies due to idiosyncrasies in their protocol or partial violation of 
inclusion criteria: De Zyosa, Ruths, Walsh, and Hutton (2012) and Geary and Rosenthal 
(2011) did not report post-intervention data that were obtained immediately following the 
course; Martin-Aseuro et al. (2013) held monthly sessions during the 10-month follow-up 
period; only 76% of the sample in Martin-Aseuro and García-Banda’s (2010) study were 
healthcare professionals (results were not reported separately); and Fortney, Luchterhand, 
Zakletskaia, Zgierska, and Rakel (2013) had an unusual treatment format with 14 hours 
of intervention occurring in the first weekend with two subsequent, two hour follow-up 
sessions (10 days and 2 to 3 weeks after the intensive weekend respectively). Table 5 lists 
the results of the sensitivity analyses for both positive and negative outcomes.    
 
Table 5  
Sensitivity Analyses Results 
Outcome 
Valence 
Studies Outcomes I2 Estimate SE p value 95%  
CI lb  
95%  
CI ub  
Positive 26 133 25.13  0.396 0.0639 < 0.001  0.259  0.533 







Results from the sensitivity analyses demonstrate the relative stability of the 
overall mean effects, indicating that they are robust to the inclusion or exclusion of such 
studies.  The sensitivity analyses show that MBIs significantly increased reports of 
positive outcomes with a large effect size of 0.396 and a 95% confidence interval ranging 
from 0.259 to 0.533, only a slight change from the original effect size of 0.372 with a 
95% confidence interval of 0.254 to 0.491. Similarly, these analyses show that MBIs 
significantly decreased reports of negative outcomes with a large effect size of -0.408 and 
a 95% confidence interval of -0.567 to -0.248, a slight change from the original effect 
size of -0.403 with a 95% confidence interval lower bound of -0.538 and upper bound of 
-0.268.  
Moderator Analyses 
After estimating the overall effectiveness of these interventions for healthcare 
professionals, one of the goals of this study was to investigate the role of several 
moderators in the effects of MBIs, specifically: intervention type, weeks of treatment, 
session length, total hours in session, participant level of training, the interaction of 
participant level of training and total hours in session, institutional endorsement, and 
randomization/study quality.  Tables 6 and 7 provide statistical information for each 









Table 6  
Moderator Results for Positive Outcomes 








Intervention Type (I2 =13.98 ) 
 MBSR 
(intercept) 
13 67 0.465 0.076 0.001 6.27  0.281  0.650 
 MBCT 4 16 -0.032 0.117 0.803 3.22 -0.389  0.325 
 MBSR – 
altered 
12 63 -0.189 0.108 0.106 11.36 -0.426  0.047 
 MM 1 5 -0.455 0.077 0.001 6.27 -0.641 -0.269 
Weeks of Treatment (I2 =14.46) 
 Intercept 29 148 0.026 0.203 0.904 4.56 -0.512  0.564 
 Weeks of 
treatment 
  0.048 0.029 0.158 4.53 -0.027  0.124 
Average Hours in Session (I2 =22.33) 




  0.097 0.111 0.422 5.28 -0.185  0.378 
Total Hours in Session (I2 =18.59) 
 Intercept 28 146 0.194 0.149 0.228 8.8 -0.146  0.533 
 Total hours in 
session 
  0.009 0.009 0.308 6.35 -0.012  0.031 
Level of Training (I2 =17.97 ) 
 Professionals 
(intercept) 
16 97 0.389 0.085 0.001 10.1  0.200  0.580 
 Students 14 54 -0.024 0.115 0.835 15.5 -0.268  0.219 
Level of Training x Total Hours in Session (I2 = 21.88) 
 Level of 
training 
30 151 -0.321 0.456 0.512 5.23 -1.477  0.836 
 Total hours in 
session 
28 146 0.007 0.009 0.516 4.53 -0.019  0.032 
 Interaction   0.019 0.029 0.546 3.15 -0.069  0.108 
Institutional Endorsement (I2 = 15.98 ) 
 Intercept 30 151 0.290 0.149 0.105 5.45 -0.084  0.665 
 Institutional 
Endorsement 
  0.038 0.053 0.514 4.10 -0.108  0.184 
Randomization/Study Quality (I2 =16.49 ) 
 RCT 
(intercept) 












Table 7  
Moderator Results for Negative Outcomes 








Intervention Type (I2 = 26.47) 
 MBSR 
(intercept) 
14 59 -0.407 0.112 0.006 8.38 -0.663 -0.151 
 MBCT 4 10 0.024 0.160 0.892 3.11 -0.477  0.524 
 MBSR – 
altered 
11 55 -0.014 0.136 0.919 13.77 -0.306  0.278 
 MM 1 9 0.201 0.112 0.109 8.38 -0.055  0.457 
Weeks of Treatment (I2 =19.66) 
 Intercept 29 127 -0.662 0.274 0.064 4.68 -1.379  0.056 
 Weeks of 
treatment 
  0.036 0.039 0.400 4.83 -0.065  0.136 
Average Hours in Session (I2 =18.21) 




  -0.211 0.104 0.097 5.27 -0.475  0.054 
Total Hours in Session (I2 = 20.66) 
 Intercept 29 128 -0.200 0.173 0.278 9.03 -0.592  0.192 
 Total hours in 
session 
  -0.012 0.008 0.199 6.99 -0.031  0.008 
Level of Training (I2 = 23.49) 
 Professionals 
(intercept) 
17 91 -0.367 0.086 0.001 11.5 -0.555 -0.179 
 Students 13 42 -0.076 0.135 0.583 16.1 -0.363  0.211 
Level of Training x Total Hours in Session (I2 =22.69) 
 Level of 
training 
30 133 0.212 0.632 0.751 5.07 -1.406  1.829 
 Total hours in 
session 
29 128 -0.011 0.009 0.319 4.76 -0.036  0.015 
 Interaction   -0.021 0.037 0.610 3.06 -0.139  0.096 
Institutional Endorsement (I2 =18.45) 
 Intercept 30 133 -0.529 0.141 0.011 5.48 -0.881 -0.176 
 Institutional 
Endorsement 
  0.056 0.065 0.439 4.15 -0.122  0.234 
Randomization/Study Quality (I2 =20.04 ) 
 RCT 
(intercept) 











Intervention type. The first section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the degree to 
which intervention type moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes 
respectively. For the purpose of analyses MBSR represents the standard protocol and was 
treated as the comparison group; MBSR – altered is a collapsed group made up of 
interventions that altered the standard MBSR protocol (bMBSR, tMBSR, MBSR+, and 
IMT); studies were classified as MBCT if they used the standard MBCT protocol. 
Galantino et al.’s (2005) Mindfulness Meditation study was analyzed separately as it met 
inclusion criteria, but incorporated both aspects of MBSR and MBCT, making it 
inappropriate to analyze with either group.   
The findings regarding intervention type indicate that the standard MBSR 
protocol significantly increased reports of positive outcomes with a large effect size of 
0.4653 and decreased reports of negative outcomes with a large effect size of -0.4071.  
While the standard MBSR protocol had slightly larger effects when compared to other 
MBIs, there were no statistically significant differences with one exception.  In 
comparison to the standard MBSR protocol, MM was significantly less effective at 
increasing reports of positive outcomes.  It is important to note that the findings for both 
MBCT and MM were based on a small number of studies (4 and 1 respectively) and 
effects (MBCT = 16 positive, 10 negative; MM = 5 positive, 9 negative) accounting for 
their smaller degrees of freedom and wider confidence intervals.   
Weeks of treatment.  The second section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the degree 
to which weeks of treatment moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative 





relationship between weeks in treatment and the effect size of MBIs on positive or 
negative outcomes.  Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which interventions 
that met for more weeks appear to be more effective at increasing positive outcomes (as 
weeks of treatment increase, the estimate of positive outcomes increases by 0.048 
standard deviations) and less effective at decreasing negative outcomes (as weeks of 
treatment increase, the estimate of negative outcomes increases by 0.036 standard 
deviations) when compared to intervention that met for fewer weeks.   
Session length.  The third section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the degree to which 
average hours in session moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes 
respectively.  According to the data, there was no statistically significant relationship 
between average hours in session and the effect size of MBIs on positive or negative 
outcomes.  Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which interventions that met 
for a greater number of hours each week appear to be more effective at increasing 
positive outcomes and decreasing negative outcomes when compared to interventions 
that met for fewer hours each week.   
Total hours. The fourth section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the degree to which 
total hours in session moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes 
respectively.  According to the data, there was no statistically significant relationship 
between total hours in session and the effect size of MBIs on positive or negative 
outcomes.  Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which interventions that met 





outcomes and decreasing negative outcomes when compared to interventions that met for 
fewer total hours.   
Level of training.   The fifth section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the degree to 
which level of training moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes 
respectively.  In examining categorical variables, the p value comparing each level to the 
intercept indicates whether or not there is a significant difference between the intercept 
and that level. For participant level of training, the p value for students (positive = 0.835, 
negative = 0.583) indicates there is no significant difference between students and 
professionals when looking at the effect of mindfulness-based interventions on positive 
and negative outcomes.  However, a non-significant trend can be seen in which MBIs 
appear to be more effective at increasing positive outcomes for professionals (the 
estimate for students is -0.024 standard deviations lower than that of professionals 
indicating less improvement on positive outcomes) and decreasing negative outcomes for 
students (the estimate for students is -0.076 standard deviations lower than that of 
professionals, indicating more improvement on negative outcomes).   
Level of training x total hours.  The sixth section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the 
degree to which the interaction of participant level of training and total hours in session 
moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes respectively. There was 
no statistically significant difference in the effects of mindfulness-based interventions on 
positive or negative outcomes associated with the interaction of participant level of 





Institutional endorsement.  The seventh section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the 
degree to which institutional endorsement moderated the effect of MBIs on positive and 
negative outcomes respectively.  According to the data, there was no statistically 
significant relationship between institutional endorsement and the effect size of MBIs on 
positive or negative outcomes.  Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which 
interventions with higher levels of institutional endorsement appear to be more effective 
at increasing positive outcomes and less effective at decreasing negative outcomes when 
compared to interventions with lower levels of institutional endorsement.   
Randomization/study quality.  The eighth section in tables 6 and 7 illustrates the 
degree to which randomization/study quality moderated the effect of MBIs on positive 
and negative outcomes respectively.  According to the data, there was no statistically 
significant relationship between randomization/study quality and the effect size of MBIs 
on positive or negative outcomes.  Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which 
randomized interventions were associated with a smaller increase in positive outcomes 
and greater decrease in negative outcomes when compared to quasi-experimental and 
observational studies.   
Publication Bias 
Funnel plots were used to assess, both graphically and analytically, the possibility 
of publication bias and its impact on the findings of this study. A funnel plots is 
essentially a scatterplot between sample size and effect size.  If a set of effect sizes was 
drawn from a single population and unbiased, less variability would be seen among effect 





was no publication bias, studies with the largest samples would appear near the average 
of the effect sizes and smaller studies would be spread on both sides of the average, 
taking the shape of a funnel.  Variation from this pattern suggests the possibility of 
publication bias (Cooper, 2010; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).  Figures 5 and 6 depict the 
funnel plots for the effects of MBIs on positive and negative outcomes respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5. Funnel plot assessing publication bias among studies reporting effects of MBI 






Figure 6. Funnel plot assessing publication bias among studies reporting effects of MBI 
on negative outcomes. 
 
As both funnel plots, to varying degrees, appear asymmetrical there is evidence of a 
potential issue with publication bias.  Given this information, it is important to note that 









For the purpose of this meta-analysis, baseline was the label given to participant 
outcomes measured prior to the intervention, post-intervention represented participant 
outcomes measured immediately or shortly after the end of the intervention, and follow-
up was the title given to any measurement of participant outcomes taken after the post-
intervention assessment and a period without intervention.  Of the included studies, 12 
obtained data from participants at one or more follow-up meetings.  However, authors 
varied in their treatment of the data; five studies provided information about the change 
from baseline to follow-up (Barbosa et al., 2013; Cohen-Katz et al., 2005; De Zoysa et 
al., 2012; Fortney et al., 2013; Martin-Aseuro et al., 2013), three studies provided 
information about the change from post-intervention to follow-up (Bazarko et al., 2013; 
Martin-Aseuro et al, 2010; Newsome, 2010), and four studies presented the data in such a 
way that either change could be calculated (Geary & Rosenthal, 2011; Harris, 2010; 
Hopkins & Proeve, 2013; Spragg, 2011).  In an effort to represent the breadth of 
information currently available in the literature, follow-up analyses were run on those 
studies that calculated, or provided the information necessary to calculate, change from 
baseline to follow-up.   
Table 8 provides descriptive information about studies in this group, including 
year, treatment type, number of participants in the treatment and control groups at follow-
up, period of time between post-intervention and follow-up, and whether or not 
maintenance sessions were conducted post-intervention.  As shown, these studies 





small sample sizes, and follow-up periods ranged from 3 weeks to 18 months.  Martin-
Aseuro et al. (2013) measured participant outcomes at both six months and one year post-
intervention and was the only study in which maintenance sessions occurred in the period 
of time after the structured intervention ended (monthly for ten months).  
 
Table 8  
Studies Included in Baseline to Follow-up Analyses 








Barbosa et al. 2013 MBSR 13 15 3 weeks No 
Fortney et al.  2013 bMBSR 23 - 9 months No 
Hopkins & Proeve 2013 MBCT 11 - 2 months No 
Martin-Aseuro et al. 2013 MBSR 80 - 6 and 12 months Yes 
De Zoysa et al. 2012 MBCT 10 - 18 months No 
Geary & Rosenthal 2011 MBSR 54 37 12 months No 
Spragg 2011 MBSR 8 8 1 month No 
Harris 2010 MBSR+ 8 - 1 month No 
Cohen-Katz et al.  2005 MBSR 10 - 3 months No 
 
Note. Tx Type = Treatment type (MBSR = standard Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction protocol, bMBSR 
= brief MBSR, MBSR+ = standard MBSR protocol with additions, MBCT = Mindfulness-Based Cognitive 
Therapy; Tx N = Number in treatment group; Cx N = Number in control group; Time Since Intervention = 
time between post-intervention assessment and follow-up assessment; Maintenance Session = presence of 
sessions in the post-intervention to follow-up period 
 
As in the baseline to post-intervention analyses discussed previously, studies contributed 
multiple effect sizes to the meta-analysis that represent similar constructs, so robust 
variance estimation was used to account for dependencies among the data.  Table 9 lists 






Table 9  
Effects of MBI at Follow-up Controlling for Time Since Intervention 
Outcome 
Valence 




Positive 8 55 11.74  0.483 0.123 0.014  0.155 0.81 
Negative 8 37 0 -0.438 0.084 0.007 -0.671 -0.204 
 
 
According to the correlated effects model, mindfulness based interventions at 
follow-up significantly increased reports of positive outcomes when compared to baseline 
with a large effect size of 0.483 and a 95% confidence interval ranging from 0.155 to 
0.81.  Similarly, mindfulness based interventions at follow-up significantly decreased 
reports of negative outcomes when compared to baseline with a large effect size of           
-0.438 and a 95% confidence interval ranging from -0.671 to -0.204.  These effect sizes 
are larger when compared to the baseline to post-intervention results reported earlier (d = 
0.372 for positive outcomes and d = -0.403 for negative outcomes) suggesting continued 
improvement in the expected direction on both positive and negative outcomes.  
Given the amount of variability in time since intervention, additional analyses 
were run controlling for this variable. Tables 10 and 11 show the results of these analyses 









Table 10  
Time Since Intervention on MBI Effects at Follow-up for Positive Outcomes  
(8 studies and 55 outcomes; I2 = 19.95) 






(intercept)  0.5917 0.3227 0.137 4.19 -0.2883 1.4718 
Time since int. -0.0123 0.0242 0.640 3.82 -0.0807 0.0562 
 
Table 11  
Time Since Intervention on MBI Effects at Follow-up for Negative Outcomes  
(8 studies and 37 outcomes; I2 = 0) 






(intercept) -0.5046 0.2129 0.0693 4.52 -1.0696 0.0604 
Time since int.  0.0086 0.0165 0.6325 3.89 -0.0379 0.0550 
 
According to the data, there is no statistically significant relationship between 
time since intervention and the effect size of MBIs on positive or negative outcomes.  
Although not significant, a trend can be seen in which greater time since intervention was 
associated with less increase in positive outcomes and less decrease in negative outcomes 
(when comparing the estimate to the intercept, as time since intervention increases, 
positive outcomes decrease by 0.0123 standard deviations and negative outcomes 







The aim of this dissertation was to synthesize available information about the 
effects of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) for healthcare providers and trainees 
in an effort to both strengthen the literature on self-care for this group and provide 
recommendations for effective use of such programs.  In doing so, the overall and 
comparative effects of MBIs and the importance of various participant, intervention, and 
study level characteristics were investigated.  The following results are organized by 
hypothesis for ease of explanation. 
Summary and Interpretation of Major Findings 
Hypothesis 1.  The first hypothesis posed for this study was that MBIs would 
increase self-reports of compassion, empathy, life satisfaction, and well-being (positive 
outcomes) and decrease self-reports of burnout, perceived stress, anxiety, and depression 
(negative outcomes).  The results of treatment effects from baseline to post-intervention 
(positive outcomes d = 0.372, negative outcomes d = -0.403), baseline to follow-up 
(positive outcomes d = 0.483, negative outcomes d = -0.438), and sensitivity analyses 
excluding a subset of studies based on methodological concerns (positive outcomes d = 
0.396, negative outcomes d = -0.408) support this hypothesis.   
Taken together, it can be stated with confidence that the current research on MBIs 
for healthcare providers, as operationalized in this study, indicates substantial effect size 
improvements on both positive and negative outcomes at the end of the intervention and 





while negative outcomes seem to respond slightly more to treatment when measured at 
post-intervention, positive outcomes have a stronger effect size at follow-up.  This 
finding may be indicative of the process by which change occurs for such variables in 
this population or point to a difference in the nature of positive and negative outcome 
gains in general.  Additionally, the follow-up effect sizes derived from the analyses in 
this study are based on a smaller population of primary investigations than those in the 
baseline to post-intervention analyses, and therefore may prove to be less stable as 
research continues in this area.   
Hypothesis 2.  The second hypothesis stated that participants in MBCT 
interventions would show a greater reduction in depressive symptoms than participants in 
MBSR interventions, whereas participants in MBSR interventions would report greater 
increases in compassion and empathy than participants in MBCT interventions.  
Unfortunately, based on the present state of the literature it was not possible to 
investigate the comparative effects of MBIs on specific outcomes with enough power to 
draw meaningful and reliable conclusions.  However, investigation of the comparative 
effects of MBIs on overall positive and negative outcomes showed no significant 
differences between interventions, with the exception of MM being significantly less 
effective at increasing reports of positive outcomes when compared to the standard 
MBSR protocol.   
Although this finding is based on only one MM study, it is consistent with 
previous research.  In their meta-analytic investigation of meditators in non-clinical 





positive psychological variables like well-being when compared to MM interventions that 
were more effective at improving variables related to mindfulness, such as attention.  
Eberth and Sedlmeier (2012) hypothesized that this effect may be related to differences in 
the content and structure of these interventions.  Although both mindfulness and well-
being were considered positive outcomes in this meta-analysis, it is possible that MBSR 
had a more global effect on positive outcomes when compared to the MM intervention.    
Hypothesis 3. In the third hypothesis, participants in interventions with increased 
program length and intensity were expected to report greater positive changes when 
compared to those in interventions with decreased program length and intensity.  
Additionally, researchers have suggested longer interventions requiring greater time 
commitment from practicing healthcare professionals may add to, rather than detract 
from, participant dysfunction, so the interaction of level of training and total hours of 
treatment was also examined. Interestingly, no difference was seen in the effects of MBIs 
on positive or negative outcomes based on weeks in treatment, average hours in session, 
total hours in session, or the interaction of level of training and total hours in session.   
Although one might expect to see a practice effect with longer interventions, this 
lack of effect associated with duration of contact and practice has also been documented 
in previous meta-analytic studies. Vettese, Toneatto, Stea, Nguyen, and Wang (2009) 
investigated 24 empirical studies in both clinical and nonclinical settings and found that 
in almost half of the included studies, no association existed between participants’ actual 
practice time and outcomes.  Similarly, Carmody and Bear (2009) noted that there was no 





MBSR studies they investigated.  Finally, Eberth and Sedlmeier (2012) were also unable 
to find a connection between the effect size and duration of training or lifetime 
meditation experience of participants in their included studies.  These authors proposed 
that MBIs may have a strong initial effect as a result of shifts in attitude, perspective, or 
worldview that endure overtime, but do not necessarily improve further as contact hours 
increase.   
When examining non-significant trends in the findings of this meta-analysis, 
however, interventions that met for a greater total number of hours and longer average 
weekly sessions demonstrated increases in positive outcomes and decreases in negative 
outcomes.  Alternatively, interventions that met for a greater number of weeks had trends 
toward increases in both positive and negative outcomes.  These findings may speak to 
the general benefits of more time spent in the intervention as well as the stress of 
interventions that occur over a greater number of weeks.   
With respect to the lack of significance associated with the interaction of 
participant level of training and total hours in session, the expected difficulty of adding 
longer interventions to work or school schedules does not seem to be represented in the 
findings.  Several explanations for this result may exist.  For instance, it is possible that 
information about the time commitment required may have deterred individuals whose 
schedules could not accommodate such an intervention from participating.  Another 
potential explanation is that, although the time commitment may seem daunting at first, 
the number of hours required in the interventions does not reach the level needed to be 





decreasing time and/or restructuring schedules is off-set by the benefits of a longer 
training program.   
Hypothesis 4. The fourth hypothesis specified that trainee participants would 
experience greater overall positive changes when compared to practicing healthcare 
professional participants.  Again, this hypothesis was not supported by the findings which 
indicated that there was no statistically significant difference in the effects of MBIs on 
positive and negative outcomes associated with level of training.  However, a non-
significant trend could be seen in which MBIs appear to be more effective at increasing 
positive outcomes for professionals and decreasing negative outcomes for students.  
Although the initial hypothesis was based on the notion that student participants may be 
dealing with the added stress of being less professionally developed, it is possible that the 
stress of work-life balance may be present for practicing professionals to a degree that 
was previously underestimated by this author.   
In fact, qualitative research regarding the experience of participating in MBIs 
results in similar themes for both healthcare graduate student participants and practicing 
professionals.  Beckman et al. (2012) conducted in-depth interviews with physicians who 
completed a mindful communication program and identified themes of reduced 
professional isolation, improved ability to be attentive and respond effectively, the ability 
to establish clearer boundaries and prioritize personal energy, and a recognition of the 
need to care for oneself.  Similarly, Christopher and Maris (2010) and Christopher et al. 
(2010) describe a series of qualitative studies, in both the short and long-term, with 





functioning and profound effects in the area of non-judgmental self-compassion.  While 
the premise is still valid that introducing such skills earlier in a career may be more 
beneficial in the ability to stave off burnout and the possible development of maladaptive 
coping skills, the data suggest that participation in MBIs is beneficial for participants 
regardless of level of training.  
Hypothesis 5.  The final hypothesis stated that participants in interventions that 
have institutional endorsement would report greater positive change when compared to 
individuals in interventions without institutional endorsement.  This hypothesis was not 
supported by the data, which indicated that there was no statistically significant 
difference in the effects of MBIs on positive or negative outcomes associated with 
institutional endorsement.  However, a non-significant trend was seen in which 
interventions with higher levels of institutional endorsement appeared to be more 
effective at increasing positive outcomes and less effective at decreasing negative 
outcomes when compared to interventions with lower levels of institutional endorsement.  
This variability in effect may again speak to a difference in the nature of change 
associated with positive and negative outcomes as well as their relationship to variables 
like institutional endorsement. 
As this variable was exploratory in nature, several plausible explanations for the 
lack of significant difference in levels of institutional endorsement on positive and 
negative outcomes exist.  First, this variable was not directly evaluated by the primary 
study researchers, and it is possible that such information cannot reliably be inferred from 





the degree of variability in support for such interventions is restricted in the included 
studies.  Finally, while support and encouragement to participate in the intervention from 
one’s institutions and its faculty/personnel may be beneficial, any effect may be marginal 
in comparison to the degree of support and encouragement given by group facilitators, 
which was not assessed in the primary research and incorporated into this exploratory 
variable.   
Methods moderator.  In addition to the initial hypothesized analyses, a 
methodological moderator, randomization/study design, was investigated to determine 
the degree to which this variable impacted the effect of MBIs on positive and negative 
outcomes.  As previously noted, there was no statistically significant difference between 
the effect of randomized MBIs and quasi-experimental/observational MBIs on positive 
and negative outcomes.  When examining non-significant trends, randomized 
interventions were associated with a smaller increase in positive outcomes and greater 
decrease in negative outcomes when compared to quasi-experimental and observational 
studies.  Generally, it is common for randomized controlled trials to result in more 
conservative effect sizes than quasi-experimental and observational studies, which serves 
as an explanation for the smaller increase in positive outcomes, but not the greater 
decrease in negative outcomes.  As the literature base continues to grow, it will be 
important to further investigate the link between study quality and effect size for MBIs.   
Limitations and Future Directions 
 Given that the results of a meta-analysis are only as good as the studies included, 





Specifically, as no unpublished material was obtained, other than unpublished 
dissertations whose results were not significantly different from published studies, it is 
possible that inclusion of other unpublished work could result in lower population 
estimates than were reported in this study.  The funnel plots represented in Figures 5 and 
6 provide evidence of a potential issue with publication bias.  Likewise, while the 
literature on this subject is presently large enough to discuss overall effect on grouped 
positive and negative outcomes, more research is necessary to provide information about 
comparative effects of various MBIs on specific outcomes such as depression, anxiety, 
well-being, and compassion at the meta-analytic level.  
 Similarly, it is important to take into consideration the possibility of placebo and 
expectation effects inflating the present findings.  While expectations like increased well-
being and reduction in stress may be the initial impetus for participation in such 
programs, these expectations can also be evoked by group facilitators, meditation scripts, 
and baseline measurement.  Similarly, as each of the interventions included in this 
analysis occur in a group format, to varying degrees, it is possible that other members 
may generate the expectation of improvement in participants.  All of these variables can 
be controlled for with the incorporation of active control groups, although only three of 
the studies included in this meta-analysis implemented such comparisons (Jain et al., 
2007; Pipe et al., 2009; Poulin et al., 2008).  As the literature base for the use of MBIs 
among healthcare providers and trainees increases, the effect of these interventions in 





 Finally, the operationalization of MBIs utilized in this study focused specifically 
on those interventions that incorporated both formal and informal mindfulness training 
based on the notion that a global incorporation of mindfulness skills leads to greater 
development of reperceiving (the capacity to dispassionately observe or witness the 
contents of one’s consciousness) the metamechanism of change in Shapiro et al.’s (2006) 
model.  However, a large number of studies exist that incorporate only formal 
mindfulness training, in the form of meditation, or informal training, as in ACT or DBT 
interventions.  Future research could be conducted to determine the degree to which both 
formal and informal mindfulness training are necessary to achieve desired outcomes.   
Implications 
 Research.  With respect to research implications, this meta-analysis serves both 
to summarize the state of the literature base at present and provide a platform of 
knowledge from which to build.  In addition to the suggestions for future research 
discussed previously, the findings from this study are a step toward being able to 
compare different types of self-care interventions with one another on a meta-analytic 
level to achieve various outcomes for providers working in the field of healthcare.  
Similarly, it is possible for researchers who conduct primary research in this area to 
compare the findings of future individual studies to the overall effect size estimates found 
in this meta-analysis.  The information presented can also be used to identify gaps in our 
knowledge with respect to MBIs and healthcare providers.  Such gaps might include the 
degree to which a facilitator’s personal practice efforts are correlated with the practice 





post-intervention, and how effects from such interventions differ for men and women 
(given that the majority of participants in the included studies were women, less can be 
said about the utility of MBIs for men). 
 Policy.  This study extends the current knowledge base with respect to policy by 
not only strengthening the field’s understanding of the need for change with respect to 
self-care and our ethical imperative to do so, but by providing detailed information about 
a useful class of interventions that can be incorporated to achieve desired changes in self-
care and personal functioning.  Utilizing the compelling evidence on the effectiveness of 
MBI for healthcare providers in both practice and training illustrated by this meta-
analysis, an improved argument can be made for incorporating explicit training in self-
care either in graduate level education or as continuing education for professionals 
already in practice.    Given their flexibility in implementation, with respect to number of 
weeks, hours met, and general structure, as well as their validation through international 
use, MBIs seem to be a valuable place to start in the movement toward more proactive 
education and intervention in self-care. 
 Clinical.  In regard to clinical implications, the findings of this meta-analysis 
provide solid information about a way to improve the functioning and well-being of 
healthcare providers and in turn improve the care they provide to others.  By focusing not 
only on decreasing negative outcomes in an effort to stave off burnout, compassion 
fatigue, and/or secondary traumatization, MBIs can help healthcare professionals learn to 
flourish as both people and providers.  In addition, greater incorporation of this 





provider health.  In this way, moments of career difficulty might be seen as normal 
developmental experiences across the lifespan, and when treated as opportunities for 
continued growth they may lead to improved longevity in the field. 
Conclusion 
As the need for healthcare professionals continues to increase, the issue of 
improving provider self-care becomes ever more salient.  The findings from this study 
indicate that healthcare provider participation in Mindfulness-Based Interventions is 
associated with substantial improvements on both positive and negative outcomes.  
Future research will benefit from examining the effect of various moderators and 
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 4 = housed within educational or employment setting AND offered credit or 
incentive for participation (CEUs, course credit, etc.) AND offered more than 
















 Self-compassion (self-kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness) 
 Mindfulness 
 Burnout (personal accomplishment) 
 Sense of coherence 
 Job satisfaction 
 Well-being 
 Mental health 
 General health 
 Spirituality 
 Serenity 
 Positive states of mind 
 Positive affect 




 Social connectedness 
 Resilience 
 Life satisfaction 
 Meaning in life (presence) 


















 Negative Affect 
 Confusion 
 Total mood disturbance 
 Burnout (depersonalization and emotional exhaustion) 
 Fatigue 
 Self-compassion (self-judgment, isolation, and over-identification) 
 Meaning in life (searching) 
 Mental distress 







 Interpersonal sensitivity 
 Global symptom checklist  
 
 
